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It is q p e n t  tlwit the philosophies and worl&iews of Aborïgrgrmf peoples 
are unique in rnany waysfiom that of rnaimfream C d  The profurprirfy 
of these dierences is ofln igrtored in the Nane of the liberal principies 
of epality and individbaiisnr. mis thaïs sets out tu expiore the extentof 
these dzflerences fhrmgh a compar&-ve amlysis of the philosophicai 
buses of the orgmiwtion of societies in the Anishmabe und Cimadian 
liberal traditions. Once tka drfrences have k e n  q l o r e ~  the 
manifestafroions of igtwrÎirrg these dwerences me exempl~jied thrmgh an 
examinution of the concepr of "a&origrgrmI righfs" in C d i m  legai and 
poliricaI spheres. This s t e  c o m i I ~  w i a  O casmr9on of how &se Iwo 
grarps nrqy search for common grmrtd in an eflort to creare a society 
dedicated to bath the freedom & substanfive epality of its citizenx 



This work is dedicated to mnishuomisc~g miimvm m b m i s a g .  Chi-miipvetch. 
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The relationships between Aboriginal' and non-Aboriginal peoples in Canada have 

undergone severd transformations. In the final decade of this centwy, this relationship 

continues to be burdened by misunderstanding and ignorance. In the wake of the Oka 

Cnsis, and in an attempt to rectify some of the continuing injustices impacting upon 

Aboriginal peoples, the f e d d  govemment commi.issioned The Royd Commission on 

Aboriginal Peoples @CAP). In 1991, four Aboriginal and three non-Aborigiaal 

commissioners undertook the daunting task of completing a comprehensive examination 

of the issues which confiont Aboriginal peoples in Canada, to focus upon the relationship 

between Aboriginal and non-Abonginal peoples, and to "propose specific solutions" to 

these problerns2 Mer five years of commissioning reports, studying inquiries, and 

participating in public hearïngs, the RCAP released its multi-volume report wbich 

encompassed an enormous breadth of information and made numerous recommendations. 

Due to the complexity and diversity of the relations between Abonginai and 

non-Aboriginal peoples, the RCAP dwised a cycle to understand the history of this 

relationship. Accordhg to this typology, this relationship has gone through several stages. 

First, societies in the Americas and Societies in Europe lived in separate worhk, each 

developing in igorance of each other. A period of contact and cmperation began in 

which the Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples developed a relationship of mutual 

interdependence in economic, social and political spheres. This relatiomhip eventually 
- -  - 

'In this thesis, the term "Aboriginain is meant to enconpus di of the terms for the original people of this 
territory and Iheir ancestors, including sta!us and nondatus Iiutianio. huit, blet& Native Caaadians, 
Amerindians, indigeaops -es, and First Nations. The auihor acknowledges the shortcomings ofthis . . 
term. As m e  Anishioaabe Elder jmt it, W e  are -Aboriginal people; we are Original m e . "  
 anada da. Royal C o ~ o n  on Aborigïd peooles. Report m e  Royal Commission on Aboriginal 
Peoples: Volume 1 (Ottawa: Minister of Sup& and SeMces, 19%) at 699. 
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gave way to dispucement and assimiIation, a ad in which the Aboriginal nations were 

Iosing their economic importance to newwmers, and soon came to be regardeci as 

irnpediments to settlement and the economic exploitation of their temtories. Policies, 

characterized by the RCAP as "domination and assimilation", were pursued by the colonial 

and Canadian governments in an effort to bring about the dernise of Aboriginal cultures 

and their distinctiveness as peoples. This policy direction culminated in the 1969 White 

Paper, wbich proposed an end to the specid status of Abriginai peoples in Canadiao 

society. This poiicy proposal ignited an era of political activism among Abonginal 

peoples, and the year 1969 marks the beginning of the present stage of renewaI and 

r e n e g ~ t i ~ o n .  This brings us full circle to the spirit of the originai relationship. 

According to the RCAP, this renewal and renegotiation process should be based 

upon four principles: mutuel recognition, mutual responsibility, mutual respect and 

sharing, thus abandonhg the destructive poiicies aimed at the disintegration of the cultural 

distinctiveness of Aboriginal peoples. Referring to the assimilationist nature of Canadian 

Indian policy, the Commissioners stated: 

Our central conclusion can be SUIllIIiaCiZed simply 7he muin policy 
direclionn pursued for more t h  150 years, Brsi by colonial then &y 
C d i a n  goventmentSn har been ~ r o n g . ~  

The federal government's respoIlSe to the RCAP report came just over one year 

later in a document entitled Gatkring Sbength: C d ' s  Abori,,ml Action Pim; a plan 

that appears to be premised upon the RCAP's four priaciples, including the abandonment 

3 Canada Royal Commission on Abriginai People$. People 20 people, tration to nation: UighlightsjFom 
the report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (OItawa: Minister of Suppiy and SeMces 
Canada, 1996) at x. 



of the policy of assimilation. For esample, in the 6rst section of this document, the 

"S tatement of Reconciiiation" states: 

We mu a... continue to find ways in wbich Aboriginal people can 
participate fiilly in the economic, pwZticai, cultural and social Me of Canada 
in a manner which preserves and enhances the coUective identities of 
Aboriginal communities, and d o w s  them to evolve and flourish into the 
fùture? 

This response and the "action plan" of the federai government is a far cry fkom the degree 

of change recommended by the RCAP; howevet it is considerd by many to be a start to 

the renewal process.' 

Unfomuiately, it r d  uncertain whether the broader Canadian society shares 

the sentiments outluied by the federal govemment. It is evident that to many Canadians, 

the aspirations and goals of Aboriginal peoples remain elusive and confiising. The release 

of the RCAP, and the recent release of the federal response to the RCAP report, led to 

editorials and columns which denounceci the continuhg special status of some Aboriginal 

people in Canada. me Ottawa Citizen, for instance, responded to the above staternent 

with the following: 

Such a formulation, though wmrnon, is reprehensible, because whatever 
else one rnay wish to say about the errors of the past, surely the root of 
them ali was to regard 'Indians' as inherently different fhm 'non-Indians.' 
Yet that approach, far fkom king repudiated, remaior the wmerstone of 
Canadian governrnent policy6 

'Cana&. Indian and Norihem A&Piis Canada. Gathering Strengîh: Canada's Aboriginaf Action Pfm 
(Ottawa: Minster of Supply and Services Canada, 1997) at 5. 
%fmmer of Indian anci Nonhan Anairs Canada, Jane Stemart, is said to have wodreQ clogly with the 
Grand Chief of the Assemôïy of Fint Nations, Phii Fontaine, on this "action piann. Chief Fontaine 
expresseci support for the Morts of the Miaister and ber depanment. See "Reconaliation divides native 
groups" The Ottawa Citizen (8 Jan- 1998). 

"You say 'regret', we say 'apoIogyY" nte 0- Citizen (8 Ianuaq 1998) Ag. 



It is apparent that many Canadians remah uoconvinced that Aboriginal people m e r  in 

any signifiant way fiom mainstresun Canadian society, and it remains unclear to them why 

Aboriginal peoples should be treateû differently than any other 'hanority" in Canada.' 

Further, this misunderstanding is perpetuated by the popdar media through the 

characterization of Aboriginal aspirations as rwiMig counter to the principles which 

underlay Canadian political culture. Abriginai &govemment, for example, is viewed by 

some as a "racidy based concept" wtiich fies in the fhce of the values of individualism 

and equality which fonn the basis of Canada as a liberal democratic society.' Further, it is 

argued that liberal values may be regarded as univerd human &es, as liberal 

democracy has become the most influential social and political philosophy in the world 

today. Often, arguments are made utiiizing superficiai characterizations of Aboriguial 

societies as cLcoUectiMst" and "communal", amiutes which are considered inappropriate 

for the new economic demands of gl~balization.~ These arguments are persuasive to many 

Canadians, as thqr tend to appeal to what rnany feel that they know intuitiveiy. OAen these 

arguments are made using very sophisticated terms, which appeai to Canadian sensiiilities 

'0[tm these arguments tate t h  fonn of& for "eqditf', and an end to the speciai status of Aboriginal 
people in Canada Differençes7 if they are admowledged, are often uoderstated or dismissed, and are not 
taken seriody enough to lead to fimdamental questioning of tbe stmmes which continue to define the 
relaîionships between Atmriginai and non-Aboriginai mes. Whiïe this thesis does not cfaim thaî these 
perspectives represent the belids of al1 Canadians, it is put forth that tbese argumemts are common, and 
are well qmsnkd in the popüar media, in academic circies and in public policy di~course. See for 
example: S e l i e  Karen, "Raismg a 'superior' culturen The Offuwa Citizen (30 June 1998) Ag; Gi-n, 
Gordon, "Where the aboriginai report îakes a wmng hini" The Globe and Mail (26 Novea.uk 19%); 
"Out of the past: the native Commim'on," me Globe andMoil (23 November 19%); Francis, Diane, 
"Tirne to get tough with the natives," Muciean b (10 July 1995). See also: Schwartz, Bryan, "Individiiais, 
Gfoups and Caaadian StatecraA" in Datlin, Richard F. ed., Canadan Perspectives on k g a l  Theory 
(Toronto: Emond Montgomery Limited, 1991). These arguments aiso conthme to be echoed in public 
policy discourre. The ofücal Opposition Party, the Refonn Party7 echoes these sentiments in n e  Blue 
Book:Pnnciples and Policies of the R e m  P m  of Canada 
(www. refomca(Mnelrnlr/~nStitution.btml#AborionalAflTairs, acciessed October 3,1998). 
'~ibmn, Gordon, "Wbae the aborigiaDl qmrt  takes a m n g  mmn 27re Globe and M d  (26 November 
19%). 
9 See, for example, Sel& Karen, "Praising a 'supetiot' culturen The Ottawa Citizen (30 lune 1998) A8. 



regarding the nature of a liberal democratic s o c i ~ .  to a particular understanding of 

equality7 or by creating a stark dichotomy between individuaï and collective rights. As a 

result of these arguments, as weU as numerous other factors, the confùsion regarding the 

goals of Aboriginal peoples persists. 

It is the purpose of this study to delve deeper into the Merences between 

Aboriginal and non-Aboriginai societies in order to conduct a critical analysis of their 

relationship. It is necessq to look tu the broada picture - to meaningfbliy d Sefiously 

look to the philosophies and world views of both Aboriginal peoples and mainstream 

Canadian political culture7 and to examine the values and principles whkh underlay 

political and social structures. men the elements of pliticai ideology boü down to some 

basic philosophical questions: What is human nature? What is the proper relationship 

between the individuai and the state? The answers to tbese questions impact profoundly 

upon how a society is structured. This study will attempt to elucidate the Merences in 

the world views of these two groups, and how they m e r  these basic philosophical 

questions, t h g h  a comparative analysis of the Anishinaabdo and Canadian liberal 

traditions (sections three and four). 

This shidy is an attempt to elucidate the foundations upon which Aborigural 

peoples and Canadians build their societies in order to challenge those who wish to 

undemine these differences, and fùrther to exempii@ the concrete implications of ignoring 

Merences. This wül be accomplished through an examination of the concept of 



Canada is a coumry which continues to stniggie for a national identity. Its 

evolution as a nation in the latter piut of this ceahvy may be rnarked by its attempts at 

formal constitutionai change and development. Dathg nom Trudeau's efforts to b ~ g  

about the patriation of the constitution and the addition of a charter of rights, through to 

the nation-wide referendum on the Charlottetown Accord, Canadians have attempted to 

guide the development of the d o n  to comcide with the d u e s  and principles considered 

appropriate to this diverse society. While most of these devetopments have focused upon 

the demands of the French-speoking population in Cam&, Aboriginal peoples have corne 

to occupy a prominent position in tbis constitutional discourse. 

It is evident through this participation that Abonginal people have taken up the 

battle against the &'kas of colonialism and the continueci exploitation of their lands and 

their peopies through engaging in a "rights'' discoune with non-Aboriginai Canadians. It 

seems that Aboriginal peoples have achieved much through the courts and constitutional 

refom in ternis of bringing their wncerns to the country's agenda, however this course of 

action is not without danger. Currently, in the Canadian political and legal system which 

defines this discourse, there rmiaias a lack of meanin@ consideration of Aboriginal 

values and perspe!ctives. Aboriginal peoples, in partkipating in this discourse, have been 

forced to translate their phiiosophies and conceptions h o  rnaiasheam legal and political 

discourse of coastitutionalism, and to buiid upon the fomdation of a non-Aboriginal 

framework. 

Once the discoune enters the arena of "aborigiaal rights", we have entered a 

particular paradigm almg with its limitations and boundaries. For example, much of the 

debate about Aboriginal issues centres upon the tension which exists due to the inclusion 



of both collective and ind0Mdual rights provisions in the Canadian coiIstitution. This 

debate surroundhg the apparent divergence of these two concepts only beguis to scratch 

the surface of what is at issue conceming the aspirations of Aboriginal peoples. Canada, 

as a Liberal dernocracy, begins fiom a premise markedly diaerent fiom Aboriginal world 

views. The nature of these differences warrants recognition and discussion. 

The manifestations of these divergent yet coexistent world views can be 

aemplified through art examiaaton of the discourse surrounding Abongioal rights. It is 

apparent that Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples have profody  different 

understandings of this concept. The rights paradigm, as understood by most Canadians, 

has emerged fiom seventeenth cmtury notions of natural rights, inchidhg the ri& to 

property ownership, and is focused largely upon legal discourse. Aboriguial peoples on 

the 0 t h  hand, tend to view theù rights as rooted in their responsibilities to be stewards of 

Mother Earth. There are no corresponding concepts in each of these cultures. The sixth 

section of this study, ccAboriginai Rights", will examine the treatment of the concept of 

Aboriginal rights in Canadian courts in order to disniss the shortcomings of transiating 

Aboriginal concepts into Canadian legal ternis, and the injustices which have resuited fiom 

efforts to define and delimit them. 

That is not to say that the diflcérences betwmen Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal 

peoples are so great that these groups cannot hope to understand each other, nor that it 

may be concluded thaî there is nothing that can be done to rectify the inequaiities of the 

relationship. We must attempt to i d e n e  some commoaalities between the philosophies 

and goals of bath Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples to refiect a respect for shared 

foundations. While it wiU be established that the world views of these two cultures Mkr 



in hdamental ways, there are some commonahies in goah and values. It wül be 

demonstrateci that in addition to the benefits which Canadians have reaped fkom the iands 

of Aboriginal peoples, enormous contributions to Canada's political culture have been 

made by the rich philosophical traditions of the Onginel Peoples of this tenitory These 

cultures have, and can continue to, impact upon each other inpositive ways. 

This thesis is an effort to discover how the merits of Ani- and liberal 

traditions may be combmd to impact upoa Canadi- in a positive mamier. It is obvious 

that these groups must continue to coexist and imemct; hopefdy this interaction can be 

based upon the principles of mutuai respect, recognition, responsibility and sharing, wbich 

includes a combined effort to create a society dedicated to the fiedom and substantive 

equality of its citizens. 



This study will conduct a comparative analysis of the Aboriginal (in this case 

Anishinaabel and Canadian liberai philosophies in order to discuss the appropriateness of 

the discourse surroundhg Aboriginal rights, and to attempt to locate some common 

ground between these two diffèrent and ofien conflicting world views. Because of the 

scope and breadth of this anatysis, it necessitata an imerdiscipünary approach, utilizing 

the disciplines of philosophy, law, political science, and wthropology, however ttiis is aü 

encompassed by the culture-based methodology of Native Studies. 

'Native studies ... in the prderred form draws its vitafity and inspiration and 

cognitive style fkom the culîurai foundations expressed in the traditions and teachings of 

Native people: a culture-base"." A cuiture-based methodology is premised on the key 

notion that a person conducting Native shidies research must practice, participate and live 

the culture, and embrace the essence of living oral tradition. 

Native studies requires the translation of various elements of Abongllial 

epistemology into a written fonn, in order to bridge the cognitive styles of the Western 

academic bwledge system and Aboriginal ways of knowing. Undoubtedly one m u t  

acknowledge the Limitations and shortwmings of this format to &dvely relay the 

teachings of Anishinaabe culture; it is best left to oral teachings and especidy to pasonal 

experience. One mua also acknowledge that the unique challenges of relating Aboriguiat 

epistemology may lead to deviations fkom traditionPl academic ioquùy. 

For example, when discussing Anishiaaabe societal structure, it is ineffdve to 

devise a categorized or compartmentaiized account of the politid, economic lad social 

"~elear~, Nkhohs, n)e Midewïwin, An Aboriginal Spiritual ZnsZihrtion, SymboIs of Continuiîy: A Native 
Studies C u l h v e - k d  Perspecfive (MA Thesis, Carleton University, 11990) at v. 

9 



spheres. Contrary to this Western means of anaiysis, which includes a strict separation of 

religion and state, when m i n g  Anishiaaabe society one must undertake an 

dl-encompassing world view. The use of the term c%vorld view" is meant to take into 

account the fact that analysis of Amsbinaabe society does not entail an exaraination of only 

politicai ideology or religious belief, examination of Aoishinaabe world view requires a 

change in miad set, and a recognition of the fact that the ways in wliich people of various 

cultures experience and reiate to the miverse *ui be dmmatidy different. The term 

'%vorld view" is necessary to this type of study because t transcends me* the political, 

economic and social aspects of a society and takes a more holistic approach. 

The notion 'tvorld vied' denotes a distinctive vision of reality which not 
only interprets and orders the places and events in the experience of a 
people, but lends fonn, direction, and continuity to life as wel. World 
view provides people with a distinctive set of values, an identity, a feeling 
or rootedness, of belonging to a time and place, and a felt s e ~ s e  of 
continuity with a tradition which transcends the experience of a single 
Mietirne, a tradition which may be said to transcend even tirne.'' 

Redfieid defhed 'korld view" most succinctly when he stated: "world view attends 

especially to the way a man, in a particular society, sees himself in relation to ciU else"." 

The prohdity of the differences in world views can extend hto how reality itself 

is perceived. The philosophic tradition of explonng metaphysics, to discover the nature of 

realiiy ilself, may be impacted by culture. It has been put forth that even metaphysics is 

culturally constituted; that those of different cuItures may structure their reality differently 

fiom those of other cultures. This has been coined cCefh~etaphysics". Overholt and 

l2 Ortïz, Alfonso, ''Lodc to the Mountaintopn &uys in Reflections. 4. E. Graham Ward (Boston: 
Houghton Mifilin, 1973) qtâ in Beck, Peggy V. et. ai., The Szcred: Ways of Khowiedge, Sources of Life. 
redesigned edition (Tsaile, Arizona: Navajo Community Coiiege, 1992) at 6. 
'%3ifïel4 Rokrt, "The Rimitive World V*w" P-edngs of the Americm Philosophiccd Society 
(96:30-36, 1952). qtd. in Halloweli, A Irving, "Oji'bwa Ontology, Behaviouf, and World View," 
Teachingsjvm the Amencan Ecuth: In&m Religion and Philosophy. eQ. T.  TedlocL & B. Tedlodr (New 
York: Liveright Press, 1992) at 142. 



Caiiicott explain :"One of its [ethnometaphysics] implicit assunptions is that ail people do 

not cognitively organize human experience in the same way and thus that there exïsts a 

variety of korld views', perhaps as many as there are dtures". " 
This study will atternpt to explore how the Anishïnaabek see themselves in relation 

to their universe, how they operste fiom within a particular world view and how this 

differs profoundly fkom other non-horiginai cultures. In particular, the rights and 

responsibilities of the mdividual withia the community will be exptored. 

This examination of the Anishinaabe world view will rely on both Wntten and oral 

accounts. The works of Anishinaabe authors provide written accounts of the heritage and 

tradition of Anishinaabe thought; in partidm the works of Basil lohnston, James himont 

and Edward Benton-Banai will be of importance to this study. These authors provide 

accounts of Anishinaabe philosophy in a manner which bridges the teaching styles of 

Anishinaabe and Western world views. In particular, Johwton provides written accounts 

of Anishinaabe oral history, prayers, songs, and ceremonies. He rehtes his teachings in the 

traditional way of telhg Stones - stories which are multifaceted, seemingfy simple but 

with numerous lwek of meaning, stories whose lessons can only be discovered by 

pondering their messages within oneself, 

The examination of Anishinaabe world view will also make limited use of some 

anthropological works. The work of A Irving Hallowell, an anthropologist who studied 

and lived with Anishinaabe people in Maaitoba and W~scomin in the early half of the 

- - - - - -- - 

14 ûvaholt, Thomas W. & J. Baird Caliicott, Clothed-in-Fur and Other Tales: An Intmrhrction ro an 
Ojibwa World fiew (Washington: University Ress of Amena, Inc. 1982) at xi. For fiirthet discussion of 
"ethnometaphysics* anci Abripinal world view, ~ee: McPhetslon, Dennis H & J. Douglas Rabb. Indan 
fiom the Inside: A Siue in Etho-MetaHysics (Lakehead University- Ce- for Northern Studies. 
Occasional Papet #14 1993). 



twentieth century, wiU provide insight into the traditionai beliefs and practices of the 

Anishinaabek. The worlrs of anthropologists are oftm considered ethnocentric and 

ineffective et grasping the key aspects of Aboriginal cultures simply because of the 

contrast in Westem ways of leambg, researching, and compartmeatalizing, and the 

imposition of these elements of Western analysis on non-Western societies. While 

Hdowell's academic training is readily evideot throughout his work, his analyses are 

remarkable in that he repeatedly acknowledges the depth and prohdity of the Merences 

between his own world view and that of the Anishinaabe people with whom he interacted; 

this lends legitimacy to his work.* 

Because this study is to be conducted utiüzing a dtwe-based methodology, 1 WU 

also use my own Mie experiences as an Aboriginal woman, and the knowledge which 1 

have gained fiom the orai teachings of Elders. These wili be intersperd throughout the 

section examining Anishinaabe world view. Again, 1 would We to acknowledge the 

iimited nature of this study, and the Limitecl knowledge of  myselfas a yotmg person Even 

if 1 did have the capabilities, it would be impossible to ïnclude a comprehensive 

examination of the richness of Anishinaabe culture and knowledge w i t b  this brief wrïtten 

account. However, it will be shown that even a timited examination will demonstrate the 

vast ciifferences in world views of the A n i s h b e k  and mahstream Canadian society. 

The fourth section of this paper will contrast this account of the Anishinaabe 

tradition with an examination of the philosophical basis of Canada as a liberai democracy. 

'*or example, Halloweil expmsd  dm& re&atding the effeçtiveness of conventional a l c  ia<puy 
into the world of the Anishinaabek: "We are confionted with the philosopbical ~ c a î i o n s  of their 
thoughî, the nature of the world of king as they cotrçeive it. ï fwe pirsue the poMem ckply e m g h  we 
soon w~iie fke to h œ  with a rehtively wmplored tenitory - ethnometaphygcs. Cm we penetrate this 
realm in otber cultuffs?" in Halloweiï, A Irving, " O j i h  Ontology, Bebavicnu and Worid View" ia 
Tedock, D. & Tedlock, B., &. , TeuciringsJkm lire Amenencan Ekrth: Indan Religion md Philosophy 
(New York: Liveright Press, 1982) at 143. 



It will attempt to UnCover and elucidate the values upon which Canadiau Society is b d t .  

This will be done by examimog the h i  tradition, and the work of contemporaty liberai 

philosophers to explore how überals see individuais "in relation to aU else." The source of 

material regarding the Canadian h i  tradition will corne fiom contemporary liberal 

philosophers, in particular John Rawls, C.B. Macpherson, Wd Kymlicka, James Tdiy, 

Samuel Laselva, and Ronald Manzer. This anaiysis wili be supplememed by 

cornmunitarian critiques of liberalism, hchrding the works of Charles Taylor and Michad 

Saadel. 

To attempt to enUmerate a list of Canadian 'talues" is a daunting task; it is a 

highly contested area and has been the subject of much reflection. Nonetheless, there are 

a few basic philosophical foundations which may be identifid and commonly accepteci; 

that Canada subscribes to a liberal democratic tradition is one of them. Further, when 

contrasteci with a divergent philosophical tradition such as the Aaishinaabe world view, 

these values will corne into clearer focus. 

Key to this study will be an examination of the "social contract" theory which has 

been used by liberai theorists over t h e  in an attempt to explain theu conceptions of the 

basis for orga-g society. From Hobbes and Locke, to Rawls's Theory of Justice, 

Liberai theorists have used CCsocial contract" theory and the "state of nature" as 

methodological tools to understand the proper organization of society, including the nghts 

and duties of i a d ~ d d s ,  and the proper relationship between the individual and the state. 

Examination of these eiements will serve to draw out l i r a i  theory's conaptions of 

human nature. 



This study begins with the assumption that wery political philosophy has as its 

basis a particular conception of human nature. Macpherson states that 'to show that a 

mode1 of a politicai system or a soci ety... is practicable ... one must rnake some 

assumptions about the human beings by whom and with whom it is going to  run. Whaî 

kind of political behaviour are they capable of?"16 Utimately, any theory exploring the 

proper organization of society, and the appropriate relationship between the individuai and 

the state, has as its starhg pomt a belief concaning human nature- It is usefiil tu d e  

these underlying d u e s  and assumptioiu of politicai structures and social organization in 

order to effectvely assess their implications and therefore, thei. appropriateness. 

Once these differing philosophies have been examined in relative isolation, a 

historical account of the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginel peoples wïli 

be outlined, with particular attention to the discourse surrounding "aboriginal rights" 

(section five). This examination will serve to exernpi.i@ the manifestations of the Mering 

world views, or ethnometaphysicai understandings, of these groups. The historical 

relationship will be explored in a chronological manner, ufiliang the historical 

methodology devised by the RCAP, which divides the relationship into four stages: 

separate worlds, contact and cooperation, displacement and assimilation, and 

renegotiation aad renewal. Part iah attention will be païd to the stage of renegotiation 

and renewal, as it is in this period that the concept of Aboriginal rights gains prominence 

in Canadian political and legal discourse surrounding Aboriginal issues- 

1 %lacpherson, CS. The Lj/e und m e s  of Libercd Democrofy, (Mord: Mord University FVess, 1977) 
at 4. 



A prolific amount of schoiariy work has been generated regarding the legal 

definition of coristîtutionalty guaranteed c'aboriginal nghts"." Further, there has been 

much debate and discussion regardhg the inchision of Aboriginal rights, as c o k t i v e  

rights, within a Liberal hnework." Discussio~~~ of these types have tended to dominate 

the discussion regarding the issues which impact upon Abonginai peoples, and their 

relationship to non-Aboriginal Canadians. While this is helpful, it is evident that much of 

the discourse surroundhg these issues takes place w&b the aanow confines of the rights 

paradigm, with its culturally constituted underlying assumptiom, in which the participants 

are w b l e  (or unwilling) to meaningfblly encompass Abmiginai wodd views. 

This study is an attempt to uncover and discuss this inequity. It wiU follow the 

lead of Mary EUen Turpel who has effkctively r a i d  questions regardhg the cultural 

hegemony of legal discourse in generai, and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms in 

parti~ular.'~ b ber article, "Abonginai Peoples and the Canadian Charter: Interpetive 

Monopolies, Cultural Differences'" Turpel conducts a dica l  analysis of legal and 

constitutional discourse to demonstrate that there remains a lack of meaniagfbi 

consideration of the values and perspectives of "others", especidy Aboriginal peoples. 

" ~ e e :  Asch, Michael& Patrick Macllem, "Abriguial Rights and Caaadiaa Soverei- An Essay on R 
v. Spwown (1991) XXIX:2 Alta L X  498-5 17- Russel Lawtience & James YuungbIood . . 
Hen&rson, The Superne Court's Van der Peet Trilogy: Native Impenalism and Ropes of Sand" (1997) 
42 M m  L. J. 993-1009; 
Beii, Catherine, "New Directions in the Law of Abonpinai Rigbts" (lm%) 77 The Caaadian Bar *, 
Kulchyski, Rter, d, Unjust Reltaîions- Aboriginal Rights in Canadïan Courts (Toronto: Oxford 
University Press, 1994); Morse, Bradford W., ed., Abon'ginol Peoples and the Luw: Indan, Metis and 
Inuit Rights in Cana& (Oitawa: Carieîm University Press, 199 1) 

~anlq., 10- R, "LI- A ~ O ~ ~ Ü E I I  Righîs oid ~ t u r a l  Miaontiesn (1991) 20 ~hilosapby 
and Pubüc Aggirs, 168-185; Kymlicka, Will, MulticufrUmI Citizenship: A Liberal Theory ofMinon'@ 
Righs (Ordot& Oxford University Press, 1995); SpmMng, Richard, ''W as naîional minorities: A 
review of WiU Kymlidor's argunients for Ab0righ.d righîs h m  a s e L f ' t i o n  pefspcaive" (1997) 
47: 1 U. of T. Law Joumai. 
'9Toipel, Mary EUen, ''Aboriginal -es and the ranadirn Charter: llltcrpetne Monopoh, Culturai 
Merencesin in -lin, Richard ed C.CI&M Perspectives on Legal Theov  (TotOlllO:Emond 
Montgomery Wcaîions r-imiteci, 1991). 



''The rights paradigm and imerpretative context of Canadian constitutional law is so 

unreceptive to cultural differences that, as a result, it is oppressively hegemonic in its 

perception of its own cuiturai a~thority.'~ 

While acknowledging culturai differnces is the fint step towards mutual 

recognition and respect, it is necessary to extend these eEorts to a search for cornmon 

ground. What wül becorne evident is that despite the enormity and prohdity of the 

differences in world views, it is possible tu locate some commun gwls in these two 

philosophic traditions. It is hoped that by recognizing, identifjhg, and discussing these 

divergent but co-existiag world views, one cm d e  an effort to devise how they might 

CO-eiost in a more respectfiil and mutually beneficial m ~ m i a .  



3. Anishinaabc Tradition 

W e  have sotnethhg they do not hiow about - we have our teachings, our 
value systems, our attitudes, Our clan systems, and on and on ... Let's 
educate th-.-. We are différent. We have a dinerent perspectke on Zife 
and all creation ... We have diaerent and wondemil teachings to share that 
are simple to live by, reasoItabley sensible, for the good of al1 within the 
community, fùll of respect. 

-Merle Assance-Beedie 
ûriliia, Ontario 
14 May 19932' 

It is a l e g i h t e  exercise to examine the philosophical bases of societies and the 

purported principles and dues whicb underlay social structures. In tenns of mainstream 

Canadian poiiticai culture, much academic writing has been devoted to the identification of 

the appropriate values of Canadian societyP However, there has been a lack of 

meanin- consideration of the phiiosopbical bases of the founding societies of the 

temtory - nameiy, the indigenous d o n s  occupying the area now known as Canada. 

Because of the diversity of the indigenous nations and comunities, it is necessary 

in a Iunited study such as this to focus upon only one of these groups. This study will 

. * 
focus upon the traditions of the Anishuiaabe people? Wtiile the traditional values and 

philosophicd perspectives of the A a i s b b e k  remain intact, they continue to exist in 

varying degrees of practice across Merent comrn&es. Undoubtediy, there has been 

21 Canada. Royal Commision on Aboriginal m e s .  Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal 
Peoples: Volume 4 ( Ottawa: Minisîer uf Suppiy and SeMces, 1996) at I . 
* See Cairns, Aian C., Reconjguratiotts: Canadan Citizenship & Constitutional thmge. ed. Douglas 
E. Williams flomnto: McCleUanâ & Stewart k., 1995); Laelva, Samuel V., me Moral Formddions of 
Canadiun Federdism: Paradoxes, Acluevmienls, and TragecIies of N&onhood (Montreal & Kingston: 
McGiIi-Queen's University Ress, 1996); Laihan et, ai. Cima&: Rectuhing the Middle Gmund 
(Monîreai: IRPP, 1994); Webber, Jetemy, Reim4gining Canada: hguage,  Culîwe, Communiiy, and the 
Canadian Consîiîutiotï (Montreal & Khgsîon: M&iü-Queen's University Press, 1994). 

note 9. 



innuence upon the AnishinaPbe world view by the experience of contact and interaction 

with Merent groups of people. This is a tniism for all cultures; nom remain static or 

fiozen withh a perticular time h e .  Nonetheless, this study d l  take as an underlying 

premise that it is still possible to discuss a vibrant Anishinaabe world view, and to o u t h  

some of the mderlying values of that world view wbich continue to manifest themselves 

t oday . 

Anishinaab people cbcterize th& particular wodd view as emefging as a gat 

fiom the Creator. This teachiag is transmitted through a pedagogical tool cailed the 

medicine wheel, which is syxnbolidy represented as a circle that is quartered with two 

liaes. 

Source: Dumont, James. "Justice and Aborighal me,'' in Canada Rayai Commission 
on Abonginai kopies. Abonginal People and the Jace Syslem (Ottawa: Miaister of 
Suppiy and Services, 1993) at 53. 

The fow directions or points on this wheel represent, among 0th- things, the four colours 

of human beings. According to this typology, each of these four colours - red, white, 

black, and yellow, were granted @s fiom the Creator. Those nom the Red direction, 



Aboriginal peoples, have been endowed with the gat of 'Viion''. 'This is both his special 

way of 'seing the world' as an Aboriginal person, and the capaCity for holistic or total 

vision.'" This vision entails the ability to recognke the interrelatedness of ali that is; a 

holistic vision which has been charactenzed as the ability to see three-hundrd-and-sEcty 

degrees or in a circular vision, rather than the linear type of vision that is said to 

characterize the white direction Numerous antlnopological and ethnological studies have 

recognized this concept as central to the Aboriginal world view? 

Again it should be stressed that this Mers profoundly fiom most non-Aboriginal 

cultures. While Anishinaabe people talk of the hterrelatedness of dl, due to thei. 

particular ethnometaphysical understandings of the world, this may include 

"other-than-human persans" or spiritual bemgs in their social relations. When Anishinaabe 

people taik of the interrelatedness of all, this extends to everythg in the universe; that is 

everything in the Anishimbe universe. 

Basil Jobruton, an Anishinaabe ethnographer, explains for example the existence of 

manitous, which refers to the spirits i . s e d  by Kitche-manitou (the Creator) in v@g 

degrees into beiags and objects. He explains how "Kitch-maoitou infiises everythiog and 

everyone with manitou-iike attributes and principles that irnparted growth, healing7 

character, individdty, and identity-.. Men aad women felt the presence of the manitous 

aii around them.'" This spintual and supernaturd essence also exists in objects which, 

%ont, James. "-ce and Aborigiaal People," in Royal Corninision on Aboiginai Rsples. 
Aboriginal People and the Justice System. (OItawa: Minister of Suppiy and Services, 1993) at 23. 
%ee Halloweii, Irving The Ojibwa of Berem River. Mmiitobtx Ethnography into History @on Worth: 
Harcourt Bmce Javanovich Coiiege AiMisbers, 1992); Johnsîon, Basil, Ojibwe H&tage. (Toronto: 
McCIelland & Stewart Inc., 1976); Sioui, G e o w ,  For un Amerindan Autohisto~ (Kingaon/Montreal: 
Mffiiil-QLKens University Ress, 1992). 
t6~~hnston, Basil, me Manitous: Tiie Spiritual World of the Ojiawoy (Tomnlo: Key Po- Books 
Limited, 1995) at xx-xxi. 



from a Western world view, would be considered inanimate. For example, certain stoaes 

are attributed manitou-like characteri~tics.~ Further, plants, animais and seemingly 

"inanimate" objects such as the sun, moon or euth are refêrred to according to aunilid 

relations: '0rother WOU", 'Vàther ers', ccgrandm~ther m d ,  and 'Cmother d'. 

It is necessary to the well-king of indMduals and wmmunities to have good 

relations with the manitous; the spirit world forms a crucial part of the social relations of 

the Anishinaabek. This partidar world view is rdected in the behaviour and conduct 

of the Anishaabek. 

. . . at the lwel of individual behaviour, the interaction of the Ojibwa with 
certain kinds of plants and animals in everyday life is so structureci 
cuiturally that individuais act as ifthey were dealing with persans who both 
understand what is being said to them and have volitionai capacities as 
weU? 

Stemming fiom this abiiîty to see the interrelatedness of ail - including plants, 

animals, insects, human beings, the manitous and so on, cornes a profound respect for ali 

within the circle of We. Dumont defines this respect as "an honouring of the harmonious 

hterco~t!Cte!dneSs of all of life which is a relationship that is reciprod and 

interperronal"." This lads to a desire to live in h o n y  with all. The strong value placed 

upon the vahies of harmony and balance translate into certain coaduct and beliefs. For 

example, illness is attributed to a lack of balance in either the physical, spiritual, emotionai 

27 Dickason, Olive, Canada's Erst Nations: A fistory of Foundng Peoplesfiom Earliest Times (Tomnto: 
McCleiland & Stewart, 1992) at 80. 
%owell, M g ,  %jojibwa Ontology, E3ebaMour, and World View," Teochings/Fwn the Amencm 
Earth: IndianMRefigion and Philosophy. &. T.  Tdodr  & B. Tedlock. (New York: Liveright Ress, 
1992) at 160. 
%mont, James- 'Vustiœ and Aboriginal Paople,'' in Royai Commission on Abonginai Rmpies, 
Aboriginal Peoples and the Justice Sysfem (Ortawa: Minister of Suppiy and Services Canada, 1993) at 
27. 



or mental aspects of the individual. Reciprocity is also key in tbis conception of harmouy 

and balance. For example, when picking plants for medicinal purposes, Anishinaabe 

people consider it proper to nrst lay down an offering of tobacco in thanks-g to 

Mother Earth and the f a d y  of plants for what is bang taken away. 

This understanding of the interrelatedness of all, and the resulthg respect for that 

circle of We, leads to a special relationship to the land. This is near universal to 

. . 
indigenous people a r d  the wortd AmshiaPobe people feei a tremendms connection to 

the land. It is believed that the Creator gave the land in sacreci trust to di 1-g beings; 

this includes plants and ammals as weii as  huma^ beings. in the Anishinaabe world dew, 

human beings are not masters of the universe with everything for their use and 

exploitation. The Anishinaabek understand themsehres to be the 'Youngest brother" in 

creation. This means that other parts of creation, such as the plant We, could continue to 

live without us, as could the animal world. We, as human bei~gs however, couid not 

continue without these other parts of creation This humilie and respect leads to a strong 

belief in the responsibüity to be caretakers of Mother Earth. 

This stewardship relatioaship to the land precluded pro- ownership as it is 

understood by Eur~canadians.~ Johnston explains how the Earth is our mother, as in 

human M e s ,  a mother may have several children however she nourishes and cares for 

them aii. Ali of her chiidren are emitled to her gifts. Just as w one child c m  claim more 

30 Onemustbecarefiilnot~~ecStateorovergeneralaelhispoint. Anishinaabebmiliesbadtheirown 
trap lines, usuaiiy passecl through gmemtioas to t h i i y  memûers. See Halloweil, Irving A, The Ojibwa 
of Berens River, Mmifoba: Ethnography into HTstory (Fort Worth: Harcowt Brace Jdr;bMIVich C o k g ~  
Publishers. 1992) at 44-46. Also in negotiation oftreaties for their tmitory, it was clear k i t  the . . 
Anishinaabek errpessed ownership over their terxiioy, and expected the economic beacnîs nOm resource 
extraction of their Iands to go to tbeir own people. See Caaada Royai Commission on Aboriginal 
Peoples. Report of the Royal Cornmima-on on Aboriginal Peoples: Vol. I .  Ottawa: Miaister of S e  and 
Senices Canada, 1996 at 165-167; also Dickason, Olivt, Canada's First Nations: A Histoty of the 
Fmnding Peoplesfiiom Eorliest Times (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart Inc., 1992) at 2%. 



thau any of the other siblings fkom their rnother, so tw cm no pason demand more for 

hunself or herseIf fiom our Mother Eerth than for others. 'The principle of e q d  

entitlement precludes private ownersûip ... No man can possess his mother; no mnn can 

own the ea~th".~' 

In sum, the Anishinaabe vision entails a holistic understanding of the 

interrelatedness of ali. This undersimding leads one to respect aU within the circle of He, 

and to vahie hannony, balance and recipcocity. These values ntamfest themselves h e  

and again in behaviour and social relations of the Anishinaabek. 

me Anishinaabc ~lidivkhd 

Where does the hwaan individual fit kto this worid view? What are the 

responsibilities to be borne by each individuel? Do these i d k g e  on the individual's 

fieedom to fulfil his or her individual capacities? In responding to these questions, a 

certain paradox seerns to emerge: for while there is indeed a strong tie to community and 

an important value placed upon honouring responsibilities to family and community, in the 

Anishinaabe world view, the individual remains sacrosanct. In terms of roles and 

responsibilities of the individuai, the Anishinaabek maintain utmost respect for &dom 

and autonomy. A rmuiifestation of this belief has been termed by the late Dr. Clare Brant 

as "the ethic of non-interference". This concept describes how, because of the strong 

belief in the autonomous wiii of ùidMduals, many Aboriginal people are loathe to confkont 

people, or even to give advice. '% interfère or even comment on. ..[other's] behaviour is 

considered 

3110hnston., Bad, Ojibwe Heritage (Tomnîo: McCleliatui & Skwart Inc., 19%) Sr 25. 
'*ROSS, Rupert, Dancing wilh o GhostZaplonng Incdian ReaQ (Markham: Reed &ob canada, 1992) at 



This concept is refiected in the beliaviour and social structures of the 

Anishinaabek in education for example, Elders relate the oral teachings through stories. 

These stories are seemingly simple, but have many loyers of meanhgs and insights. They 

are almost always left open-ended, without a d&d 'taoral to the story" to conchide its 

meaning. It is felt that each inâividud must interpret and extract partkular knowledge on 

their own volition, and according to th& own gifh and understanding at that tirne. This 

preciudes any imposition upon indMdd will. 

This is key to Anishinaabe Mie- The process of ~e~actualization, or what Couture 

calls c~g-becoming"33, is extrernely Unportant to the Anishinaabek and is rdected in 

their social and cultural structures. Ermine expresses this as a concem for the inner 

joumey for biowledge and insights into existence, as opposed to the Western scientific 

quest for knowledge in the outer world. As Ermine discusses, there are s o d  institutions 

in place which aid individu& to seek out th& persod visions, thus to nrlfil their 

individual capacities. Seeking a personal vision, sweat lodge ceremonies, fasting, namhg 

ceremonies, are ail a part of being-becoming. 

The greatest legacy of our ancestors is in what they discovered within 
ïndMduals of tribal c o m m d e s .  c'Mamat~wisowia" is the capacity to 
comect to the Life force that makes aaythuig and everytbing possible. The 
recording of ancestral pioneering expeditons and aswiated structures 
helped individuals hone th& seW-deveIopment by deweloping 
"marnatowisowin" tbrough dreams, visions, and prayer. The culture of the 
Aboriginal recognkd and afErmed the spiritual through practical 
applications of inner-space dis~overies.~ [emphasis added] 

13. 
U~outure, Joseph. "Traditional Native Tbialang, Fccüng and m g , *  in Friesca, John W. . ed, nie 
Culiurai Maze (Calgary: Detselig E- LU, 1991) at 7. 
%mm, Wiïlie, "Aboriginal ~ l o g y , ' '  in Marie Baüiste & Jean Barman, eds. Erst Nations 
Ehcation in Cma& me Circle Un/oolds (Vanatuver: Univenity of B.C. Press, 1995) at 1 10. 



Thus the connauruty Iife reflects a profound respect for the ind'~dud, and the importance 

of the individual to seek out his or her own path. 

As Hallowell explains, this respect for individuai will was also reflected in the 

strong emphasis on self-reiiance and moral respotlslibility, and the reliance on d e r  

controls rather than outer coercion. 

Correlateci with this system of sanctions was the absence of any orgmized 
superordinate modes of d a 1  control ... There was no council of elders or 
any fonim in which judgemeat could be passed upon the conduct of adults. 
No instihmonalixed meam existed for the public adjudication of disputes or 
conflicts of any kind. 35 

That is not to say that the Aaishimhk lacked a system of governance; nor that they 

subscribe to an anarchist pbilosophy. Rather, th& systern of governance reflects the 

çtrong ties of kinsbip, and the close coanedon to the nahird world. 

Much of the knowledge of the Anishinaabek emerges from their wnnection to the 

natural world - in this case, they tum to the natural world for knowledge regarding the 

appropriate way to structure their society. The clan system is a key element in 

Anishinaabe sccietal structure. Clans are represented by totems, usually a bird, animal or 

fish, whose behaviours, mannerism and general characteristics are reflected by certain 

families. Each clan has a certain social responsibiiity. Benton-Banai provides the 

foilowing teaching of the seven original do-i-dam-i-wug (clans)? 

Ah-ji-jawk (Crane) - chieftanship 
Mahng (Loon) - chieftansbip 
Gi-goon (Fish) - inteilectuais 
Mu-kwa (Bear) - poiice and herbal medicine people 
Wa-bi-zha-shi (Martin) - warriors 

- - - - - -- - - - 

3 %allowell, Irving A, The Ojibwa of Berem River. Mmitoba: Ethinogaphy into History. (For& Worth: 
Harcourt Brace Jovamrvich Coiiege Publisbers, 1992) at 93. 
?Benton-~anai, Edward, Ttre Mishomis Book The Voice of the Ojibway (Wisconsin: rnAisn Country 
Communication Inc., 1988) at 74. 



Wa-wa-shesh-she (Deer) - gemle people 
Benays (Bird) - spllitual leaders 

This system provided cohesion among the largeiy autonomous families and 

communities7 as weil as proMding ide* and responsibility for individu al^.^' Clan 

afEliation is extremely important to the identity of the individual. Johnston describes how 

one's totem, or 'cdodaem", traditiondy would be the prïrna~~ way to id- oneself to 

the evidwce is strong that the term CCdodaern7' cornes fkom the same root as 
do ccdodum77 and "'dodosh". 'Dodum" means to do or fbE& while 
'Dodosh" Literaliy means breast, that from which milk, or food, or 
sustenance is &am. Dodaem may mean "that from which 1 draw my 
purpose, meaning, and beingY 

While the largeiy autonomous f d e s  and communities of the Anishinaabek shared a 

language and a common cuitural heritage, there was littie sense of tribal mity across their 

wide expanse of territory. The system of clan afltiliation provided the necessary cohesioa. 

For example, Johnston and Hdioweli both describe how it traditionally was common 

practice to treat any memba of seme clan as immediate M y ,  wen if biologically, there 

was no relation between pers on^.^' 

The workings of the clan system are integral to the traditions of governance. For 

example, as Johnston explains, positions of leadership traditionally were chosen ody 

accord'mg to circumstance and n d ;  positions were neither permanent nor constant. The 

leader's limiteci jmwer would lie only in his abiiity to persuade others to foiiow. Leaders 

lacked any coercive power, and the position could be withdrawn simpiy by 

37~~hnston, E3asii, Ojibwa iïeriruge (fomnto: McCleUatd & Stewart Iir , 1976) at 72-73. 
38~bid at 61. 
3 9 ~  Johnston, Basil, Ojibwa Herituge (Toronto: McClelland & Stewart k 1976) at 59-60; and 
Halloweii, irving A, The Ojibwa of Berens River, Manitoba: Ethnopuphy M o  Nistory (Fort Worîh: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich College hblkhm, 1992) at 50-5 1, 



non-compliance on the part of the extremely autonomous individuals and Eimilies. 

Johnston explains how the Anishinaabek him to birds for their knowledge of the role of 

leaders. Bùds requke leaders only interrnittently (seasonaliy), and different species follow 

Merent leaders to the same destination. 'The safèty and autonomy of the species is best 

served by foliowing diverse paths in mail units". It is because of this that leaders are 

generaliy chosen fkom the bird clan. 

Because of tbis partidar world vkv, it is impossiile to have a strong hierarchy of 

authority in place; the autonomy of the Anishinaabe individual and community is too great. 

Johnston explains why he believes the Anishinaabek cherish this fieedom and autonomy: 

. . .despite the traditional communal spirit and mode of Me, the Anishinaube 
people championed and upheld the importance of individuality and personal 
independence on the promise that the more sesreliant and free the 
individuai, the stronger and M e r  the well-beiing of the community." 

In nimmary, sternrning fiom th& particular world view, Anishinaabe people 

understand the interrelatedness of ali, and their place within tbat harmonious whole. This 

gifi was given to them by the Creator, and a natural law emerges which: 

gives direction to indkiduals in tirlfilling their responsibilities as stewards of 
the earth, and by extension, other human beings. The law teiis people of 
how to conduct themselves in relation with one another, and with the rest 
of creatiod2 

Anishinaabe world view involves a sense of responsiiiiity to community, and a particular 

understanding of the role and responsibility of the individual in society. 

%id p. 62 
"lohnston, Basil 77re Manitous: The SpirituoI World of the Ojibway (Toronto: Key Parter Books 
Limiteq 1995) at raX 
42 Canada. Royal Commission on Aborighi Rmpies. Report of the Royal Commi.on on Aborigind 
Peoples Volume 2. P m  2. (Oltôwa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 19%) at 120. 



Discussions of tliis type often corne d o m  to some very basic philosophical 

questions: what is the proper role of the state? An even more basic questions arises: What 

is human nature? Rupert Ross hm reached the conclusion that in terms of the basic human 

nature, Aboriginal people would "d&e their role not within anyttung remotely üke the 

doctrine of original s i .  but withtn another diametrically opposed doctrine . .. the doctrine 

of original sanctity". From his experience with Aboriguial peoples and especially the 

role of Elden, Ross has corne to beiieve that Aborigural people nistaia a belief in the 

inherent goodness of ail humen beings. Elders, in treating those charged with criminal 

offences, make deliberate attempts to improve the sdf-esteem of the "offénders", 

reminding them of theV potential for goodness and theù capacity to move towards 

seif-fùlfhent. This is based on a constant emphasis on respect for others, and for oaeself. 

The human condition as understood by Anishinaabe people is the pusuit of the 

good lXe or Qimtuvhiwin based upon a respect of the interrelatedness of ail  of creation. 

That is not to say that a üfe based upon harmony and reciprocity is eanly achieved; it is 

part of a joumey to self--ent. Perhaps Ross7 theory of "original smctity" is an 

overstatement. Anishinaabe people do not put forth the ideelistic vision of mperative 

and selfiess ôeings (which seans couter-intuitive to today's seasibilities). Rather the 

Anishioaabe phüosophy seems to encompass the idea that most human beings try to do 

their best, but often make mistakes. This is reflected in the character of Nanabush, one of 

the manitous which figures largely in the Anishina& oral teachings. Naosbush is pm 

spirit and part man. Like humans, Nanabush can be goad, and wise; however he can also 

be cruel, fooüsh or ridiculous very much reflectmg the buman condition. Benton-Banai 



teaches that we ail have C'twins"; as in nature7 witbin everythiog there is the potmtial for 

good and bad. For example, fie can provide warmth, howwer t also contains the power 

for de~truction.~ Talcing this lesson nom nature, the Anishinaabek recognize the 

compiexity of the human condition, and structure th& society based upon this 

understanding. 

Anishïnaabe and other indigenou societies honour the joumey to s e K - m e n t ;  

this is key to Amshinaabek cormLRLIIity lifè. Ceremonies such as the vision quest, prayers 

and ceremonies, and the relating of teachings, ali refiect the importance of this jouniey to 

the Anishinaabek 

The Anishnabeg7s society was based upon what he cwsidered to be his 
basic rights; his relationships upon the preservstion of his personal growth 
to grow in soul-spirit and in accordance with the world? 

It is apparent that Anishinaabe traditions of govemance are premised upon a 

particular world view which reflects a certain ethnometaphysical understanding. The 

individual remains paramouut, but due to understandings of the universe, this individual is 

seen to be embedded within a harrnonious and interrelateci whole, leading to strong 

emphasis on the values of harmony and reciprocity. 

This Anishinaabe world Mew is now in coexistence with a people who espouse the 

principles of a liberal tradition, a pbilosophy which also respects the moral equality of 

individuals. If both Anishina& and liberal philosophicai traditions share a beiief in the 

paramountcy of the individual, where do these philosophies diverge? 

%ton-  an ai, Edward, me Mishomis Bookme Voice of the Ojibwpy (Wisc~nsin: Wan Country 
Communication Iac., 198%) at 17. 
45~ohmcon, Bad. Qibwqv Heritage (Tomnîo: UcCleUaad & Stmarî Iir., 1976) at 79. 



4. Liberai Tradition 

H j s f o M  R O O ~  of L i b a c r l h  

Canada has cbaracterized itself as a 11'beral democracy, dedicated to the equality of 

individuals and the protection of fùndamental rights and fieedoms. Liberal democratic 

principles were fùrther entrenched in Canadian politicai culture sgdeen years ago under the 

leadership of Pierre EUiot Trudeau, a seIf-proclaimeci humanist tiberd dedicated to the 

p u r d  of the 'Fst Society", with the patrïaion of the Caaadian coastmmon d the 

addition of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Much of this dixourse about "rights" 

and ccdemocracy'' is now taken by most Canadiaas to be seSevident and natural; however, 

it is necessary to examine the premises upon which Canadian political structures and 

institutions operate. Now that the Anishinsabe perspective bas been outlined, it is usenil 

to examine the philosophical basis of liberaüsm, and to question t s  underlying values and 

assumptions. 

Liberalism emerged in 3's first forms in seventeenth cenhiry Europe. Classical 

Liberds devised an individualistic view of wciety in response to reiigious and civil wars, 

and the emergence of new forces of commercial capitalism within a hierarchidy 

structureci feudal society." To break from the traditionel constraints of the fada1 system, 

hierai political philosophy began to "approach people, not as members of traditionai 

communities with duties anci rights set by binh, but as hdividuals responsible for theu 

own destioy and making their own success or fdure by their own efforts'".? Key to this 

new individualism was a belief in the moral equaiity of individuais: "part of the idea of 

%dly, James, An Apppy)ach tu Political Philosophy: Locke in C o n t e  (Cambriw: Cambne 
University Press, 1993) at 10. 
47 Qualter, Terence, Con/ricting Politicai Ideas in Liberal Dernoc~acies (Terenoe H. Quaiter, 192 )  at 28. 
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being mord equals is the daim that none of us is uihereatly subordiaate to the will of 

othen, none ofus cornes into the world as the property of mother, or as theù subje~t".~ 

In this formulation, each individual has "rights" which are naairal amibutes of 

human beings by virtue of th& moral oquelity. In the classicai hiberal sense, nghts are 

essentidy 'hegative" rights that i q  they allow individuals to prevent the state from 

intdering with certain aspects of their personal fiedom. '9Rights place a kind of fence 

amund the individual, creating a 'sphere of privacy' within which ail individuais have an 

equai right to pursue theü personal interests as they see fity'.' Because liberal theory 

"grew up" with the new foras of capitalism, these rights and ûeedoms are often equated 

with the tenets offiee market capitsli~m.~ 

By mid-nineteenth cnitury, some Liberals. such as John Stuart MiU, began to reject 

certain aspects of classical iiberalism. As Lenihan explains: 'Rdonners established a link 

between individual fieedorn and social @ty. The liberal state must be more then a 

protecfor of i n d ~ d d  fieedorn; it must also be apromoter of it"? From this cornmitment 

to social equalïty emerged a conception of liberalism as no longer cotntniffed solely to the 

freedom of individuals to compte according to market niles, but rather to fonn a society 

which "strives to ensure that d of its rnembers are equally fiee to realize their 

capabilitiesY.." Therefore, €iom the early foundation of classicai liberalism dweloped the 

curent iiberal democratic philosophy which remrins committed to the paramountcy of the 
- 

U~ymlidra, Will, Contmpruty Poiitic~l Philosophy: An Inîroduction (Mord: Oxford Unmsity 
Pms, 1990) at 60. 
%mhn, D.G. Q aL, Canado: Recidming the Middle Gmund (Montreal: IRPP, 1 994) at 16. 
%c~herson, C.B., me Lifi and Times of Liberal Demowacy (Mo& Mord University Press, 1977) 
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i n d ~ d u d ,  but ais0 extends this cornmitment to social equality. This includes justification 

for values which promote responsi'biiity to the comunity7 iacluding for exampie, various 

elernents of the weüàre state. 

A third fom of h i  "culhiral pluraiisrn" has ernerged in the late 20th 

century." This contemporary fonn of liberal theory, such as that of Kymlicka, highly 

values each individuai's W o m  to chwse and pursue th& own conceptions of the ""good 

Life". Like theorisis More hàa, Kymücka recognizes the miportance of creatùig an 

environment within which individuals are fiee to fulnl their own personai capacities; key to 

the environment for meaningfùl inchiduai fieedom and human weli-king are community 

and culture. This is a particuiarly important question in contemporary Canadian society, 

as its population becomes more ethically and l inguistidy diverse, and as it promotes a 

policy of multiculturalism The nght to membership in cultural or iinguistic cornmunities 

and the broader questions of minority rights bas come to fom a substantial part of the 

liberal hnework? 

Liberalkm bas undergone several transformaîioos, and the term has now corne to 

encompass a wide range of ideas. It is aident, however7 that throughout the development 

of the liberal phiiosophy, there is a consistent ethnometaphysical understanding. This can 

be called the Western worid view7 which indicates the way in which eurocentric society 

understands and relates to the universe. In terms of the place of the individuai, Ii'beral 

philosophers have understood individuals as seK~fficient property-owning beiags, who 

come together in socid relation only out of rationai recognition of potentiat for m d  

-- - - - 
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ad~antage.~~ This is reflected in the "'social contract" theory usad by classical Iiberals to 

explain the foundations of societal o r ~ t i 0 1 1 ~  and the propa role of the state. The 

foundations of classical ii'beralism continue to have important impacts upon contemporary 

theory, evident in the continueci use of social contract theory in recent theoretical w o h ,  

such as that by John Rawls. 

SOCI*~ confrect meq 

Classicai L i  thought presupposed a particdar conception of the individual - 
human beings are characterized as n a d y  selnsh, acquigtive aad competitive. Further7 

an iaherent and miversai human attribute is the desire to acquire more property. In sharp 

contrast to Anishinaabe world view, under a liberaï schema the right of property is named 

as a fbndamentai nght of ail human beings? Given this characterbdon of the nature of 

human beings, the question then becomes: why would ~e~interested and competitive 

individuals form societies and submit to f o m  of govername? 

Early Li'berai thinkers utiüzed a "'social contract" theory to explain the proper 

relationship between the individuai and the state. This invotved imagining a "state of 

nature7' in which there was no societal structure - ody equai, self-sustainhg and 

autonomous human beings. The theorists could then contemplate what type of society 

these autonomous individuais would mate. Classical liber& believed that goveniments 

and other social relations would be created by the= egoistic and acquisitive individuais 

because they are rational enough to see the potentid for individual gratification in 

co-operative endeavour. 

5 ?aylor, Charles. "Atomismn, in Avineri, S h b m  & Anrr dc-shaiit e&, CO-unitruianiisin and 
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Thomas Hobbes, a seventeenth ccnhiry politid philosopher, kened the state of 

nature among these cornpetitive men es the ''war of everyman against everyman", in a 

condition in which there is cCcontuiuai fear, and danger of violent death; And the life of 

man, solitary? pore, nasty, brutish and short"." In this conception then, govmea t s  are 

f o d  because individuais in the society have ceded certain powen to the state for th& 

protection fkom 0th- self-interested individuals. Likewise, in Locke's theoretical works, 

he argued that people enter &O 'civil Society' for the 'begativeiy coLlceived purpose" of 

protehg their interest or claim to private property against random attack by other 

pers on^.^' However, the state can interfere and structure the pursuit of the individuals' 

interests only to the degree to which it reflects the wiU of the Uidividuals. in this way, 

society is conceived as an artifiicial creation of autonomous inâividuals which is 

subordinate to their wfl. Theorists wch as Locke and Hobbes did not put the "state of 

nature'' and "social contract" fonuard as histotid fact? but rather as tools to understand 

the proper organization of society. 

Macpherson has characterized the seventeenth centuxy foundations of liberalism, 

and its conception of human nature and the individual's place within society, as the 

politicai theory of "possessive individualism". He bas devised seven propositions which 

summarize the assumptions which comprise possessive individualism. They are: 

(i) What maka a man humrui is fiadom 6om dependence on the WU of 
others. 
(ü) Freedom fiom dependence on others means fieedom from any relations 
with others except those relations which the individuai enters voluntarily 
with a view to bis own interest. 

' '~obbes, Thomas, LeM(~thtm (Mord Engïamt Mord University Ress, 1991) at 25. 
%qel, Mary Uka "Abnignsl Peaples anci the CMsdinii in-e Mompolies, Cuittuai 
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Montgomery niMications Limiteü, 199 1) at 509. 



(üi) The individual is essentiaiiy the proprietor of his own person and 
capacities, for which he owes nothing to Society. 
(iv) Aithough the individuai cannot alienate the who1e of his property in his 
own persan, h e  may alienate bis capacity to labour. 
(v) Human Society consists of a series of market relations,. 
(vi) Since W o m  h m  the will of others is what d e s  a man human, 
each individual's fieedom can rightfùiiy be limiteci ody by such obiigations 
and d e s  as are necessary to sawe  the same fieedom for others. 
(vii) Poiiticai socim is a human contrivance for the protection of the 
individual's property in his pason and goods, aud (thetefore) for the 
maintenance of orderly relations of exchange between hdividuals regarded 
as proprieton of thernseives49. 

Macpherson's characterization of "possessive indMdualismyY clarifies the classical 

liberal view of  human nature and society. The discussion of the social contract theory in 

this thesis is iikewise meant to elucidate teliberal beliefk of human nature, the proper role of 

the state and the proper role of the individual. It will becorne evideut that contemporary 

Liberal theorists continue to be impacted by these conceptions inherited fiom their classicai 

Curredy, wntemporary liberai philosopbers are developing theories which reflect 

a commitment to the notion of social equaiity, yet these theorists are working upon these 

foundations of classical hia l i sm which are premised upon the belief in a selfish, 

cornpetitive, acquisitive human nature. It is apparent that it is a struggle for contemporary 

liberal theorists to acùieve a justification for social equality meaSuTes given the 

foundational etbnometaphysical understandings inherited fiom classical liberalism. 

in 1971, John Rawls wrote an extremeiy influential p k  entitled A Z k o ~  of 

J~&ice, which reflected contemporary li'beralism's cornmitment to social equality. Since 

Rawls's work has "altered the prernises and priaciples of oantemporary libenl theory'1° 

59hlacpherson, C.B., The Political nioory of Possessive IndFviduaIism: Hobbes to bcke (Md Mord 
University Press, 1962) at 263-264. 
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and numerous theorists bave presented their arguments agniast those of Rawls, it is u d  

to outhe his arguments. Further, the principles of justice which are devised, and the 

theoretical device used to reach these p~ciples, reveal some of the diaculties which 

contemporary liberal philosophas fhce in justifjing cornmitment to commmity values 

using an ideology of strict individualism- 

in this work, Rawls a h  to devise the principles 'khich are to assign basic rights 

and duties and to detennine the division of soaal be&its"; these principles would accord 

with what he calis "justice as fàirnes~'~? Rawls concludes that the two principles of 

justice are: equal h i e s  for aü, and sociai and economic equaüties are to be arranged so 

that they are to the greatest benefit to the least advantaged mmibcrs of society (difference 

principle). 

He devises these two principles accordiag to two arguments: an intuitive 

argument, and through the use of a social contract theory, in the tradition of Locke, 

Rousseau and Kant. The first argument deals with how generally we can all Uituitively 

recognUe the value in equality of opportunity. The difference principle emerges because 

RawIs puts forth that t is not ody necessny to remove social in-ties, but we must 

also take into account the fhct that people are irnpacted by natural inequalities. Since 

distribution of naturai talents is arbitrary, it is unhk that indMduals alone bendit f?om 

their naturai talents. The b e n a s  which emerge due to naturai endowments should work 

to the advantage of those who are l a s  fortunate in the 'hatural lottery". 

The second part of his argument has received the most attention. The social 

contract agreement proposes an "c~riginai positiony' under which iadividurils would enter a 

Communitarianism and Indvidtlaiism (Orbotd: Mhd University m, 1992) at 12 1 - 
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'Geii of ignorance". This veil of ignomce wouid strip persans of knowledge of their 

social class, naturai attributes and m gmerai, th& conceptions of the good. Wdout an 

idea of their ends, these individuals would be in a position to devise the principles of 

justice which wouid regulate &ety nirly. Since individuais would be stripped of their 

partidar desires and ''conceptions of the good", this has been calleci the "unencumbered 

self', an entity which is able to participaie in pure reason. 

Rawis ha9 been criticized, particuiarly by cornmunitarians, for characterizhg the 

individual in overly abstract tmns. Again the question of ethnometaphysics enters the 

debate. Sandel for ewmple, fâdts Rawls for his conception of the person, or the 

'îmencumbered self'.62 Sandel does not believe that individuals are able to distance 

themselves fiom their own ends as they are asked to do in the original position. He 

disagrees with Rawls's notion that there is a distinction between the values 1 have, and the 

person 1 am. The uwnaimbered self violates our deepest se~understandings and 

~e~perceptions. We view ourselves as king 'Viick with particular traits", as opposed to 

the 'iiltimately tbia figure" of ourseIves standing at a distance nom our ends. Further, 

communal values are not merely amibutes which we may have, but rather are constitutive 

of our identity. In that way, the seifis socially embedded. 

Kymlicka believes that Sandel misunderstands the liberal notion of the self? 

Liberals do not propose that the seif may not have any ends, but rather that is not 

necessaxy that any particular ends must always be &en. Kymlicka accuses Sandel and 

other cornmunitarians of not ailowing meanin- re-examhtion of social roles, and an 
- -- 
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opportunity to de l i ia te  between Merent "encumbered selves". He disagrees with the 

promotion of seIf-discovery withm a social context as a replacement for fra judgement of  

what is truly valuable in We. Kytnlicka believes that it is necessary for individuals to be 

capable of scataiaing dif&rent ends, and able to reject those which have no value; to 

discourage this through the politics of the wmmon good is an unjustifieci restriction on 

self-detennination. 

Accordmg to Kymiicka, for CO- it d e s  w sense to ssy an end "hes 

no value for me, since there is no 'me' standing behind them, no seif prior to these 

constitutive attachmeats"." Further, Kymlicka states that i t is not reaily important to 

consider if this original position is psychologicaüy possible or historically feasible; its 

usefulness lies in that it may act as a "device for teashg out the implicatioas of certain 

moral premises conccrning people's moral equality"." 

However what must be recognized is that Rawls's principles of justice, and the 

theoreticai device he employs to just@ these principles, are themselves based upon a 

particular conception of the good. Rawls admits that he "rigs" the originai position to 

yield principles in accordance with his intuitions regarchg justice. He states that when 

employing tbis socid contract argument, if a situation dws not coincide with our 

intuitions then we are able to go back and alter the conditions of the original position. He 

calls this 'Wlective equil'brium".16 Therefore, Rawls is proposing that we work 

backwards - we first shouid decide what our principles of justice are, and then adjust the 

'%nd at 215. 
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original position to coincide with our intuitions. These intuitions are based upon liberal 

conceptions boni of a parhdar world view and ethnometaphysicai understanding. 

Other questions arise. What wouid compel people to act according to the 

p ~ c i p l e s  that Rawls has deviseci? Certarmy, there is no reasoa according to liberal ideas 

for one to agree to the difference principle. It is evident that the Merence p ~ c i p l e  is 

actually a prinaple of sharing. Indeed Kymlicka points out that ''combined with the veil of 

ignorance, rational seWinterest achieves the same purpose as beaevolen~e".~~ Rawis states 

that it is reasonable to comply with these principles because this is what fiee and rational 

people would agree to under féK circumsfances. Rawls makes far-reaching assumptioos; 

for example, he begins fiom the premise that indMduals under the original position would 

seek to m x h k  their social primary goods (incorne, weahh, nghts etc.). The 

accumulation of wealth and 'YightsJ7 emerge fkom a very particular ethnometaphysical or  

culture-specific understanding of the world. Rawls can only achiwe his priaciples of 

justice by stripping individuds of their own ends and desires; and then to instil in them the 

mords which he espouses as a liberal. This is very similar to the "state of natureJ' devised 

by Hobbes, which equaily mdows individuais with partidar traits and beliefs. 

Macpherson cails this characthtion "ket &, which seventeenth centwy 

philosophers devised as universal and un~hanging.~ 

It seems that Rawls, dong with other contemporary i i i a l  theorists are struggiing 

in their efforts to justify concepts, such as sharing, utillliag their individuaiist premises. 

When Kymiicka States that it is not r d y  important to establish whether or not the original 
- - 
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position is metaphysically possible, he is side-stepping the important issue of identifying 

the assumptions upon which iiberaüsm is founded; that is, in a belief in the self-sufnciency 

of autonomous and ~e~interested individuais and an ordering of the worid according to 

property relations and the marketplace. 

It is clear that the underiying assumptions and Mefk of ii'beral theory Mer sharply 

f?om the Anishinaabe world view. More wiiî be said about this and the consequences of 

the coltision of these two divergent world views later, for aow it is SuaiCient to recognke 

the ethnometaphysical foundations of iiberalism to go on to discuss how this theory has 

infiuenced C d a n  public philosophy. 

Canadian Liberrrlism 

Ronald Manzer bas explorexi the apparent theoreticai assumptions upon which 

public policies have been based in Canada, in order to interpret the poiitical ideas and 

beiiefs that appear to be impticit in than.* He outlines the competing interpretations of 

the historical development of Canadian public philosophy.'" It has been argued that this 

public philosophy bas emerged fiom cornpetmg politicai ideaologies, for example, as an 

"ideological dualism of French-Cathoiic wnsewatism and English iiberalism", as "an 

antagonistic symbiosis of co~~~ervatism, Ii'beraIism and sacialism", and haüy as an 

"diance between Liberal belief in private property and market capitaiism and consenative 

@Mamer, Ronald, Public Poiicies md Political Dewloprnent in Cunada (romnto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1985). 
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belief in elitism, inequaüty and deference".." While he acknowledges the inauences of 

various poiitical ideologies aich as conservatism and socialism, Manzer concludes that it 

has beea liberal democratic theory which bas been the most influemial in Canadian history. 

His thesis is tbat Canadian public phiiosophy bas evolved i?om a relatively uncomplicated 

political doctrine "shaping a simple pioneering Society" to a highly fiapentecl public 

philosophy of an aâvanced industrial society, which has "'at its core a f'undamental 

contradiction between economic and ethical tiber~lism.'~ 

Likewise, LRnihan, Robertson and Tasse discuss the influene of liberal theory 

upon Canada since Confederation, as it has been embedded in Canada's inheritance fiom 

Britain, hcluding the cornmon law system, in the "unwritten" constitution, and within the 

political tradition of parüamentary g~vemment .~ The authors idmtify a d g  point with 

the passage of Prime Minister Diefenbaker's Bill of Rights in 1960, and the constitutiod 

rounds which followed, leading ultimately to the entrenchment of a chsrter of rights whea 

the Constitution was patriated in 1982. It was at this tirne that Canada's cornmitment to 

liberalism, which had existeci since Canada's formation, came to the for&ont of public 

discussion, as the Charter "gave liberalism a new legal standing and a new kind of moral 

authority among the people7'." 

Because Canrdian political discourse has taken place largely within the paradigrn 

of liberal democratic theory, challenges by other political ideologies have not resulted in 

any serious or fùndamental questionhg of the undatying assumptioas of liberalism. As a 

7'lbid. at 19. 
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result of this, the principles of überalism bave come to be regardeci by Canadians as 

selfevdmt and natural. This includes the rights paradigm, 

Indeed, this rights paradigm has come to enwmpass an important part of how 

Canadians see themseives - as a liberal democratic society dedicated to the equality of 

individuais and the protection of fùndamentd rights and fieedoms. It is believed that 

within a hierai dernocracy, individuals are 6ee to make their own choices, without undue 

imposition by the state, to pursue w b t  they ôelieve to be aecessary to live the ''gd W. 

Canadians tend to discuss their rights hierarchidy. Hunt and Bartholomew, in 

their examination of the "conceptual muddesy7 which they say are ükeiy to  beset the 

contesteci nature of rights discourse, explah the different types of rights." The authors 

have identined four different ways that rights are discussed: 

'legai nghts" (rights recognized and potentiaüy protected, by iitigation), 
"constitutional rights" (rights recogmzed and potentialiy protected, by 
iitigation appeaiing to  express constitutiond provisions), ''moral rights7' 
(rights-talk placed within moral discourse) and, W y ,  'rights clauns" 
(cIaims or demands advanced by social interests or movements involving an 
aspiration to convert a moral right to imo a legal or constitutional right). 

What is clear fkom this typology is that rights discourse is most ofken associateci with law; 

legal discourse and nghts discourse are woven together, and largeiy inseparable. Even if 

one does choose to discuss nghts in a broad mariner, utilizing moral justifications, this 

discussion will tend to lead to the n a d  for some sort of kgal protection of the right. 

As Turpel outlines, the conceptuai basis of rights anaiysis in notions of property 

and exclusive ownersbip fonns "the CornerStone of the idea of rights in Anglo-Axnerim 

'ganholomew, Amy & A h  Hmt, "Wba's Wmng .Nith Ri*?" (1990) 9: 1 Law snd heqdity. at 
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lawYT6 She demonstrates this point by qyoting the Supreme Court's use of "property 

rights metaphors" to explain the rights questions moundiog the issue of abortion: 

'Thus nghts guaranteed in the Charter erect around each individuai, 
metaphorically speaking, an invisible fmce over which the state will not be 
aliowed to trespass. The role of the courts is to rnap out, piese by piece, 
the parameten of tbat face.' [Turpel states:] The metaphors of the fente' 
mappings, and trespassings are sa property-specific and aclusionary in 
charader that they can only be construed as symptoms of acute 
~ocke-jaw.~ 

This rights parad@ iuts becorne even more M y  enaenched kt0 Caiilsdian 

political culture since 1982 with the patriation of the constitution, and the addition of the 

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. This has spawned a new political discourse 

based on an egalitarian approach to individual liberal rights. 

The r i e s  paradigm has corne to fom part of a worldwide discourset evidenced by 

the recent 50th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. It is comrnody 

believed that the protection of rights w i t b  a liberai democracy, almg with a capitalist 

market economy, wiU lead to a high standard of living. It is oaen stated that free markets 

and open trade in fàct lead to better protection of human rights. John Ralston Sad, 

recognizes (olbeiii criticaily) this Canadian tendency to link fieedom with capitalism: 

The Li'bersl governent m Canada decliued in its 1995 foreign policy 
statement - as if it were an obvious tmth - that 'human rights tend to be 
best protected by those societies tbit are open to made, financial flows' 
population movewnts, information and ideas about tieedom and humaa 
dignity.' Again this is demonstrably inaccurate. Mimy dictatorsbips are 
open to trade, financial flows and population movemeut. But above all, 
note agah the preposterous order, with fieedom tacked on the tail end ofa 
long list desiped to describe the protection of human rights." 

76Turpei, "Abonginai Rop(a and* ConadioaCIi1M: In(cipdativc Monopolies, Cuiûuai 
Diffetences," in DRriia, Richard F. cd, Condan Perspeciives on Legui Theory (romnto: Emond 
Montgoméry RiMications Limited, 1991) at 509. 
"iaa p. 509. 
n Sad, John RaMon, The Unco~~~ciuics Cnrifitaîioon (Concord, Ontario: Aaansi Rets Limited, 1995) at 63. 



WhiIe the rights paradigm ha0 becorne an important nictor internationally, 

Canadians in partidar struggle domestidy with the concept of "group rights7'. As an 

increasylgiy ethMcaliy and linguistically diverse country, Canada attempts to accommodate 

different groups, such as fkanc~phones~ visible iainorities, and Aboriginal peoptes, and 

their "group righW7 into this b a l  fiamework. The policy of multicuituralism is one 

indication of efforts to accommodate the group rights of minorities, and manage diverrity. 

Moa often, Abori@aI rights an d i s d  within the dichotomy of individual versus 

collective rights, and AborigiiiPI peopks are regarded as one of the minority groups which 

requins ccaccommoda.on7' by the mjority. Aboriginal peoples are often characterized as 

a c'special min~rity"~ such as Kymlicka's cbaracterization of First Nations as national units, 

with special clairn to protection nom outside iofhience~.~ 

Now that the world views of these two groups have bem exsmined in relative 

isolation of each other, it is necessary to look to the development of their relationsbips, 

and how the différent ethnometaphysical understandings of these two groups have been 

manifesteci in the relationdip. This wiii be done through an examination of the concept of 

Aboriginal rights. 

%ymlicka, Wiu.. Multi~~111wof Citizenship: A Abeml Ineory of Minoriry Riglirr (Oxfmt <Mad 
University Press, 1995) 



5. Historicd Overview of the Rdationship 

Historical interpretation may lead to MFemt conciusions about contemporary 

situations, and as such, any attempt to understand the current and friture relationships 

between Aborigiasl and non-Aboriguial peoples must be rooted within a broad histoncal 

framework. The RCAP has devised a specific historical methodology to examine the 

relations between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal Cmadians.'o In keeping with Abonginai 

perspectives, the Commission has attempted to structure th& a d y s ï s  accordkg to a 

cycle. They have divideci the historid relationship into stages: separate worlds, contact 

and cooperation, displacement and assimilation, and negotiation and renewal. This 

d y s i s  will focus upon the nnal two stages, in which the concept of Abonginai rights 

gained prominence in Canadian legal and poütical discourse; h ~ w e v e r  a brief raiew of the 

early relationship will be included as background idormation. 

The concept of Aboriginal nghts has been chosen as the focus of this historical 

examination because its evolution in Canadian law and potitics vividly demonstrates how 

the dinering world views of Aboiginai and non-Abriginai peoples have impacted upoo 

their relations. This examination of Aborigiaal r i e s  discourse will demonstrate how 

seemingly innocuous concepts and practices can contriiute to the assimilation and 

degradation of unique Aborigiaal cultures and beliefs, a process which Kulchyski has 

termed ctotaiization''.81 For many Canadians, the goodness of protecting rights is taken 

to be seIf-evident and this paradigm remaias unquestioned; however this anaiysis will 

- - 

go Canada. Royai Commission on Aùorigmai Rqles. Report ofthe Royal Commission on Aboriginal 
Peopies: Volume I @îtawa: Minister of SÇrpply and Services Canada, 1996) at 3240. 
gl~ulchyski, Peîer. aAboriginal People and Hegemony in Canada," (1995) J d  of C m a d h  Studies 
30: 1 at 62. 
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demonstrate that the use of rights discourse in relation to Aboriginal peoples requires 

hdamental questionkg and critical analysis. 

As the RCAP sets out, for several centuries societies in the Americas and in 

Europe existed in isolation of each o t k ,  in ''separate worlds". When Euopean 

newcomers first arriveci in North Ameria, they encountered several diverse Aboriginal 

nations, each with its own culture, set of laws, and system of government. The early 

relations between the Europauis and Iadigenous nations were marked by onlitary and 

economic alliances which developed on a nation-to-nation basis in a m u W y  dependent 

relaîionship. "These nations entered into relations with inconhg Euopean nations on a 

basis of equality and mutual respect ... an anihide which persisted long into the period of 

After the defèat of the French as a colonial power, the British issued the Royal 

ProcIamaiion of 1763. Arnoag its main purposes was the articulation of the basic 

principles goveming the Crown's relations with M a n  nations. The preamble States: 

And whereas it is just and reasonable and essential to Our Interest and the 
Security of Our Colonies, that the several Nations or Tri& of Indians, 
with whom We are co~ected, and who live under Our Protection, should 
not be molested or disturûeà in the Possession of such Parts of Our 
Dominions and Territories as, not having been ceded to, or purchased by 
Us, are reserved to the- or any of them, as their Hunting Gr~unds .~  

The proclamation sets out haî the British Crown would be the sole party able to form 

land agreements with AôorigiDal peoplg and that any unceded land wodd remah for the 

use of the cTnâian nations". Aboriginal p p l e s  point to the recognition of 'Indian 

- --- - 

%nada. R q d  CommisSon on AboriginaI Rxpies, Tnc Right ofAbon'ginal Srf-Government (ûttawa: 
MUiister of a d  Semices Canada, 1992) at 9. 
%td in Canada. Royal Commission on Abotigïd Rmples. R e m  of the Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal Peoples: Volume 1 (ûttawa: Minisîer of S e  and SeMces Canada, 19%) at 1 16. 



Nationsy' as sovereign entities able to deal with the British Crown by way of treaty and 

agreement. The protocol for settling these land agreements is aiso outtiaed, es the ROM 

PrucIumation sets out that these agreements be conducted in '~ublic meetings". On this 

basis, a period of treaty negotiations ensueci from the 1770's to the 1920's during wtiich 

tirne several treaties were negotiated and signeû between F i  Nations and government 

officiais. 

The Anishinaabek root their relations with the British Crown to the Treaty of 

Niagara 1761, wtiich was negotiated baween 24 represenîatives of Anishiaaabe nations 

and S i  Wiüiam Johnson, the Superintendmt-General of Indian AEbksy acting as 

representative of the Crown. kbnson d e d  the council to H o m  the Anishinaabe people 

of the ROM Proc~amution of 1763. The resulting reiationship with the Crown of Great 

Britain has been describeci as a dver Covenant Chain. It is a relation of mutual fiiendship 

and protection. 

The nature of the Covenant Chain is that of a compact, U e  a political 
union in which the participating nations are like links of a chain. Each Link 
retains its idcati?, as each nation continues to conduct its intemal agairs. 
The purpose of making the Chain, as of any compact between nations9 is to 
create the streagth and protection that flow from unity in a common 
p ~ r p o s e . ~  

Upon this basiq the Anishinaabek entered into treaty arrangements with colonial and 

Canadian govemrnents during both the prdonfederation and pst-Codederation periods. 

Neediess to say, many of the tmty obligations were not upheld or honoured by 

the Crown. Udortunateiy while these treaties were wnsidered by the Aboriginal 

signatories as sacred agreements betweeu partners designed to easure pacettl 

U ~ m m  the Anidinabek (the Ojbway, Offowo, Potowatorni, LkIawme unddlgonquin Naüons) tu the 
Parliament of ihe Dominion o/Conada: Navember 1980. Nortbcrn Social Resamh Infi>rmatim Service, 
at 8. 



co-existence, colonid and Caaadian govemmeut officials were seeking the cession and 

mender  of Aborigmal territory As Aboriginal d o n s  decreased h importance as 

d t a r y  and economic allies, they soon came to ûe regarded as impedllnents or obstacles 

to the settfement and economic endeavom of non-Aboriginal people. This part of the 

cycle has been coineci by RCAP as "displacement and sssiniilation". 

This stage can be outlined through an examination of the treatment of Aboriginal 

title and rights in Canadian Iwv end poütics. In this discussion, Aboriginal nghts wiH be 

used in the broadest mariner to enwmpass aii of those rights which are associateci with 

"aboriguiafity". This includes: titie to land and resources, politid rights, hunting and 

fishing rights, and treaty rîghts. 

The fïrst legal case deaüng with Aborigioel nghts in a definitive way dealt 

extensively with the Royal Praiïamation of 1763 and its implications. SI. Catherine 's 

Millng a d  Lumber Company 1888U invoM a dispute between the Canadian federal 

government and the Ontario provincial govefnment over the jurisdiction to gant  timber 

cutting rights to a private company. The federal govenunent had obtaïned the area of land 

through Treaty 3, which was negotiated with a group of Anishiaaebe people. The f d d  

government argued that prior to the treaty the Anishinaabek had n<U title to the area. As 

such, through the treûty agreement, the land rightfuliy feu under the jurisdiction of the 

federal governeut. The province argueci thpt prior to the treaty, the land was Crown 

land, in which case the treaty oniy saved to extinguish any outs tdng  interest in the land 

which the Anis- people may have had. Therefore, the area feu under provincial 

jurisdicîion according to the provisions ofthe British North Amdm Act 1867. 

'?Sr. Catherine 's Mlling and Lumbrr C v. R. (1888), 14 AC. 46 (P.C.) 



AAa a lengthy discussion of the R d  Prociamafroon of 1763, the Judicial 

Comniittee of the Prhy Council d e d  that the laud rightfully feli under the jurisdiction of 

the Province of Ontario. The courts had detamuied that while the Indians rnay have had 

an interest in the land, this did not amount to fee simple property ownersbip. Ultimiitely, 

the underlying titie rested with the Crown, and the I a h '  interest in the land was "a 

personai and usufnictuary nght dependent upon the good wül of the sovereign" 

'Wsufruct mtuis the right to use so&g owned by someone elSc, as long as thst use 

does not destroy that thing or interfere with the rigtbnil o ~ u e r s h i p . ~ ~  

It is telhg that none of the Aninhinrahe people who were a party to the treaty 

negotiations, nor any other Aboriginal representative, were present. This niling has had 

long standing implications for Aboriginal people and their rights and continues to set the 

parameters of the discussion of Abriginai title. 

The importance of the St. Catherine's Millng and Lumber Co. case to the legal 

definition of "Aborighai titie7' lies in its contention that underlyiag title to the land vested 

in the Crown. The concept of Crown title is an extremely important one in the perspective 

of the Canadian govemment and the Canadian legai system. It may be stated that the 

Canaâian legel system has relied on the myth of the Crown M e  as an underlying concept 

to justify the courts actions of definhg and delimiting Abonginai rights. Generally 

speakhg, C&m jurisprudence accepts the position that the colonial acquisition of 

Canada was b d  on discovery and M o r e  underlying title vests in the Crown. As a 

*kulchyski, P a r ,  Unjust Relations: Aboriginal Rights in Cimadan Cour& (Mord: Oxford University 
Press, 1994). 



result, GcAb~rïginat title can k aduiguished by the Crown absent Native consent and 

absent any compensatory obligation". * 

This paspcctive is based in the settlement thesis." SeMement is one of the 

accepted justifications for the assertion of sovereignty on unoccupied lands. If the lads 

were occupied, as was North Amdca, the settlement thesis is j u e e d  by the view that 

settlers were superior to the originai inhrihitants, who were too "primitive7' to possess 

sovereignty. '3 is preciseIy a s  view of the settlernent thesis that ües ûeW the view that 

Aboriginal peoples' sovereignty was adiaguished by the assertion o f  sovereigmy by the 

Crown". ' 9  

It is the d e m e n t  thesis which lies behind the Court's position on the contingent 

nature of Aboriginal rights. In this formulation, the Roycf Procfdon of 1763 gave 

Aboriginal people their Aboriginal title, and it existeci onty at the will of the Crown. The 

legitirnacy of the Crown to unileterally extinguish Aboriginai title to the land is never 

questioned in the domestic legal system. However, to accept that the Crown is able to 

cm ody be supported by a beüef in the inherent superiority of Euopean 
nations.. . Absent is any consideration of the possibüity that the doctrine of 
discovery, steeped as it is in notions of native iufieriority, is an ülegitimate 
basis for the continueci assertion of Canadian sovereignty over the iives of 
native p e o p l e ~ . ~  

%a&lem, Patrick, "Fust Nations SeIf-Gavernnient and the Borders of the Caa;rdian Legai 
Unagination," 36 M a i l  LJ. 382. at 406. 
"Asch, -1 & Rrnick MrUcrn, "Abmginal Ri* and Csiipdirn Sovereignty: An Essy on R v. 
Sparrow," (1991) XXIX:2 Aita- L. Rcv. at 508-512. 
%na p. 511 
%fadem, P. "First Nations SeSGovenunent and the Borders of îbe CInodion Le@ Imrgin.iiqw 36 
McGiU L.I. 382 at 410. 



The bisiorical development of Aborigmal rights afkr the SI. Catherine 's Milling 

d L d e r  Co. case is d e d  by o v d y  racist ruüngs. For example, the Sylibof* case 

in 1929, which defined the status of treaties in Canadian law at that tirne, held that a 

Micmac treaty was a nullity because Indians were "uncivilized and savage". Likewise in 

the Sikyep case, it was argued thaî the regdations set out in the federal statute Migrafoty 

Bir& Convention Act had effectiveb extinguished the Abonginal treaty nght to hum, aap 

and fiskm 

This underiying acceptauce of the notion of the superiority of Western society over 

the First Nations which formed the basis of the settiemeut thesis was equally W e s t  in 

coloniai and Canadian govemment policy regarding Aôorigiaal peoples. This is evidenced 

by the aggressively assimilationist goals of Indian poiicy. 

The Iradian Act, legisfation wbich has undagone ody minor changes since its 

inception in 1876, has impacted upon generations of Aboriginal f d e s  in profoundy 

destructive ways. The ultimrte goal of Indian pdicy in Cana& was the assimilation of 

Aboriginal peoples into mainstream Canadian society. Along 4 t h  the demise of unique 

Aboriginal languages, customs, and religious beiiefs would wme an end to the *al 

status of Abonginal individuais and the obligations owed to them by the federal 

government. Dwican Campbeli Scott, an admlliistntor in the Department of Indian 

ABiirs, stated in 1920 regarding the enfranchisement provisions of the Indiun Act: 

91Sjdiboy v. The Queen, 11929) 1 D L R  (la) 307 (N.S.) 
92~ikyea v. nie Queen, Il9641 2 S.C.R 335,342 
9 % r f u r t h e r ~ o n , s e e ~ z a d e r s , ~ ~ .  TbeSupremeCourtofCanadaandthe'Legalaad 
Political Stmggle' Ovef Indigenou Rights," (1990) XXn:3 Canadian Ethnic Studies. 



... our object is to continue until there is not a single indian in Canada that 
has aot been aôsorbed into the body politic and t h e  is no Man question, 
and no Indian Deparünent; that is the whole object of this Bill." 

The means to this assimilation were o f b  oppressive and destructive. These 

measures included: the control of Indian status through involuntary enfhnchisetnent, the 

use of section 12(l)b which dispossessed meny Aboriginal women and their children of 

Indian stahiP; the outlaw of culturai practices such as the potlatch and sundance; the 

control of the mobility of Indians as in the ''pass system'' d e r  wbich I d a n  people 

required permission from the indian Agent to leave the reserve; the removal of Indian 

children from their homes for placement in federally-spaasored denominational boarding 

institutions; and the imposition of the band council governmental system to undermine and 

displace traditional govemance? 

Patedst ic  attitudes often justifid the policy goal of assimilation. Aboriginai 

peoples were regarded as people in need of protection fiom the negative duences of 

mainstceam Societyy and guidance to abandon th& traditions. For example, as late as 

1930 there was an amendment to the In<lan Act restricting the use of poolrooms by 

registered Indians, and it was not until 1960s that all prohibitions on registered Indians' 

use of liquor were removed." 

- 
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Indeed the I d a n  Acts have impacted upon the lives of status Indians in Canada in 

ail-pervasive ways. It has been d e s c r i  as: 

... a cradleto-grave set of des,  reguiations and directives. From the time 
of birtb, when an Indian child must be registered in one of seventeen 
~ategone~ defimng who is an C'Indian"7 until the time of death, when the 
Minister of Indian Affairs acts as executor of the deceasai pason's estate, 
our lives are d e d  by the Act and the ovemhelming bureaucracy that 
admhisters Ït." 

For over a century, Aboriginal peoples have been nibje* to oppressive policies, which are 

not ody dernorabhg and demeanulg to them as persons, but truly destructive to the 

physid, mental, emotiond and spirituai hephh of indMduais fàmüies, wmutlities and 

nations. Generations of Aboriginal peoples have endured systematic attacks on their 

cultures, Ia~1guages~ and customs. 

What about the rights of Abonginai people through this era? As Ponthg explains, 

to the policy &ers at this tiw, rights (such as the political right to vote and the right to 

organize) were associateci with edkancIrisement. E&mchisement in this context refers to 

the provisions in the Indm Acis which ailowed for adequately "'assimilatecl" indian 

hdivîduals to surrender their Indian status to becorne aiII Canadian citizens. The righis of 

citizenry were t h d o r e  held out as incentives for Indians to abandon their ""aboriginality" 

for assimilation. On the other h d ,  ccaboriguial nghts" which may have been: 

imbedded in the lndim Act and the treati es... were seen more as transitory 
means of protection than as inalienable nghts as we perceive such today. 
Accordhg to that iine of thought, these lesser nghts couid be justifiably 
trimmed away when they were no longer n d e d  as a means of protect i~n.~  

%Aercredi, Ovide & Mary EUea Turpcî, Into the Rapids: N&gannng the Future of First Nutïons 
(Toronto: Peaguin Boolrs Canada Ltd, 1993) at 81. 
?onting, Ri& J., Firsî Nations in Cana&: Perspectives on Opporîunity, Einpawennent, anâ 
S ~ D e t e m i n d o n  (Toronto: McGiaw-Hiil LimiteQ at 29. 



Afier the Second World War, Canadian attitudes towards Aboriginai people began 

to change. The contriion of Abonginai people to the war effort, coupled with a 

world-wide consciousness of the horrors of ''institutionalixed racism and barbarity" led to 

an d t i o n  of the I d a n  Actdrn As a remit, amenciments which removed some of 

the more openly oppressive memues were made to the Irrca'm Act in 1% 1. However the 

overall assimüative purpose remaineci. 

The policy goal of Abonginal assimilation nilniinatsd in 1%9 when Jean Chretieq 

then Minider of Indian m s ,  presented the Statement of the Goverment of C d  on 

Indian Policy, commonly referred to as the 'White Paper", to the House of Commoos. 

The crux of this White Paper was found in its conclusion that it was the separate status of 

Indians that kept them fkom '%ll sociai, econoinic and political participation in Canadian 

life.=lO1 The solution was to finaUy legislate away the special statu of Aboriginai people. 

The White Paper proposed that the Indm Act be repealed, that the provincial 

governrnents assume responsibilïty for Abonginai people, and that the Department of 

Indian Affairs and Northem Development be phased out. The justification for these 

masures was couched in tenns of the values of a liberal dernocratic Society based on 

individuaüsm and meritocracy. However, while espousing the virtues of a free and equal 

society, the Govemment of Caneda would also be relieved of its responsibilities to the 

original people, imbedded in the I d a n  Ac& and the treaties. Harold Cardinal dubbed it 

"a t hidy veiled attempt 8t cuitural genocide". lm 

'%iller, I.R. Skysmpers Hide the iïeavens: A IIiJory of indion-White Relations in Canada (TomMo: 
University of Tommo Ress, 1989) at 220-221. 
lO'C.&,,&& Depariment of fnrtian A f h h  aad Nortbern Deveiapmcnt. Statement of the Govemment of 
Canada on Indian Policy (Ottawa: Mbhîer of Supply and Services, 1%9). 
'm~ardiaai, Ham14 The Unjusî socl'er). (Toronto: MG. Hurtig La, 1969) at 2. 



This policy proposai ma fierce opposition fiom Aboriginal peoples across the 

country and was eventually sheived. ironidy, the proposal aimed at the extinction of 

"Indians" actually provided the impetus for political activism for the protection of 

Aborigiaal rights on a natioaal ~cale . '~  It was at this t h e  apparent t k t  the relations 

between Aboriguial and non-Aboriginal Canadians had entered a new era, which the 

RCAP has dubbed negotiatïon d renewaI. 

'O3~.iIier, J.R, Ssysmrpcs Hide îhe HeuvewA History of Indon-Whfle Relations in C d a  floronto: 
University of Toronto Press, 1989) at 232. 



6. "Abriginai Rights" 

Historicd Nduiia, ofAborigrnd nghb Sirice 1969 

The relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal peoples changed rapidly 

in the post-White Paper period. This section will explore the evolution of Aboriginal 

rights in the courts, and the related developments in the sphere of Canadian politics. 

In 1973, a major tumiog point was achieved in the Canadian legai system through 

the Cal& case? This case dealt with the Nisga'a M e  clah in which they mainfaineci 

the position that they held Aboriginal Mle to their traditional tenitory, and that this title 

had not been terminateci. The Nisga'a and their ancestors had been occupying and uskg 

the land fiom time immemorial. Aithough they lost the case on a technicality, six mernbers 

of the Supreme Court acknowledged for the first time an existence of Aboriginal titie 

which was independent ofexecutive and legislative action. The judges split as to whether 

this Aboriginal title continueci to exîst. This case deeply impacted the federal 

government's policy towards the land question, leading to a policy fiamework to deal with 

Indian treaty and 'land claims" issues, which, previous to this case, the federal government 

would not even ack~owledge.'~ 

Calder was meanin@ to the legal definition of Aboriginal title, as it recognized 

the possibiiity that title rnay not be based upon a royal prerogative such as that contained 

within the Royal Procimuth of 176.3, but might a d y  derive 60m Aboriginal use and 

occupancy of the land fiom tirne immemoriai. Nonetheless, even in this formulation, 

Aboriginal title continues to exist only at cornmon law, and uin be exfinguished by 

- - 

l w ~ a ~ d e r  v. A.G.B.C.[1973] S.C.R 313. 
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legislation or legd precedent. For exampIe, in the Guerin case of 1984, it was detennined 

that the legd nature of the Musqueam Indian Band's interest in theu land could be 

described as "a pre-existing legal right not created by the Royal ProcI4matiOn7 by S. 18(1) 

of the Ina5an Acr, or by any other executive order or legislative provision-"101 Tbus it 

would appear that the court had adopted the inherent nghts approach to Aboriginal land 

Although abonginal rights in Gu& were conceived as nut contingent 
upon the exercise of legislative or executive authority, they nonetheles 
existeci only at cornmon law. Commoa Iaw aboriginal rights were ... always 
subject to regdation or extinguishment by the appropriate legislative 
authority . '* 

The authority to regulate or extinguish Aboriginal rights at cornmon law resu1ts fiom the 

court's acceptance of the sovereign authority of the Canadian state over the First Nations. 

The court's apparent initial acceptance of the inherent rights approach is thus essentiaüy 

meaningiess. 

However, the courts began to recognize the rights of Aboriginal peoples as a 

unique challenge to the Canadian legal system. In Guerin, it was detemimi that the 

Indian interest in land can be characterized as sui generis: '"the notion that Aboriginal 

nghts do not necessarily correspond to rights comprehensible or recognizabie at cornmon 

law.log Guerin was also integral in defïning the role of the federal govenunent with 

respect to Aboriginal peoples. It was niled that the Crown owes a fiduciary obligation to 

lo6Guerin v. The Queen [1981] 2 S.C.R 335. 
107 k h ,  Michael& Patrick MacLlem, ''Abmiginai Ri- a d  Canadian Sovereignty: An Essay on R. v. 
Spawow," (1991) XXiX:2 Alta L.R at 503. 
1 0 8 ~ o ~  L e o d  ian, PareIfel Path: Fihciary Doctrine and the Cmwn-Native Relationship in 
Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Ress, 19%) at 248-249. 



the Aboriginal peopies of Canada which is W a r  to, but not the same as, a trust 

relationship . 

Other cases have deait with the nature and scope of Abmiginai rights. Simon 

states that treaty rights are to be given "a fàir, large and liberal construction in favour of 

Indians'? Likewise, NowegiJick states that "'treaties and statutes relating to Indians 

should be Lt'berally construed and doubtful expressions resolved in favour of the ladians". 

"O Other nilings bave not been so kvourab1ee Bew I s i ~ F ~ o r ~  1984 has held tbat 

Lndian interests in land which include the use of the ''fiuits of the soi1 do not include the 

use of the soil itself'."' In an extremely paternalistic and ethnocentric ruling, the Baker 

Lake"' case set out the criteria of when common Iaw occupancy-based Aboriginal title 

may be claimed in a certain territory; the criteria included, for exampie, establishing tbat 

the Aboriginal nation constitutd an ""organized society". 

The legal status of Aboiguial rights was to undergo a major step in its evolution in 

the early 1980's dong with the efforts of Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau to patriate 

Canada's constitution. Trudeau aimed to patriate the British North America Act dong 

with the inclusion of a Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Aboriginal people seized this 

opportunity to be involved in the constitutional dwelopments, as Aborigiual organizatiom 

began to utilize the tools of political activism in an orgariized effort which was sparked by 

the White Paper of 1969. 

In 1982, due to the active and effective lobbying on the part of Abon- 

organizations, 4cexistiog Abonginal and treaty rights" were entrenched in section 35 of the 

'09simon v. The Queen. [1986] 24 D L R  (4th) 390 (S.C.C.) 
110 Nowegijiick v. The Queen. [1983], 144 D.LX (3â) 193 (S.C.C.) 
"'A.G. Ont. v. Bear Island Foundation [1991] 2 S.CR 570 
"'~aker Loke (liarnlef) v. Minisîer of Indian Aflàirs and Norfhem Development, [1980] 1 F.C. 5 18 (T.D.) 



Comtitutio~t Act. l982.ll3 In addition, section 25 ensures that Aboriginal nghts are not 

adversely affected by the equality provisions of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The 

inclusion of the tam "existing" is extrernely important to the legal standing of Aboriginal 

rights: "if there was no recognition of aboriginal and treaty rights in Canadian law before 

then section 35 had 'racognized and afkned' nothiag."'" The final section deaihg with 

Aboriginal rights is section 37. This section required the govenunent to wnvene 

additional constitutional c ~ d ê r e ~ : e s  to deal with issues of Aborigiaal nghts and thst 

fùture Fust Ministers' meetings be held to deal with these issues. 

Although Aboriginal rights were ' ' r e c o ~  and a£fkmed", the scope and content 

of these rights were not wnstitutionally definecl in 1982. There has been no agreement 

ammg Canadian political leaders and Aboiginal representatives on the content of section 

35 Aboriginal rights. The S'aw case of 1990 is an important deveIopment in the legal 

standing of Aboriginai rights. It is an extremely influentid case, not only vis-à-vis 

Canadian domestic law but also in the intemational sphere, and is an excellent example of 

the courts' ambiguity towards the nature of Abonginal nghts. 

The Spmraw case d d t  with the Musqueam [ndian band's assertion of their fishing 

nghts. The courts accepted that fishing was to be viewed as an Aboriginal right because it 

is an integral part of Musqueam Ne. It was ruled that this right is inherent, in that it is not 

contingent upon the exercise of legislative or executive authority. However, the courts 

went on to unquestioningly accept the sovereignty of the Crown and its ability to 

extinguish Aboriginai rights. Tbey set up a strict cornmon law test to justi& the 
- -- 

"%deres, James S., Native Peoples in Canada: C o n î e m p r q  Conflic&. 4th ed (Scarborough: 
Rentice Hall Cauada Iac., 1993) at 320-330. 
"jsanders, Douglas, "The Supreme Cairt of Canada a d  the 'Legai and hüticai Simggie* Over 
lndigendcls Rigùts," (1990) XXiT:3 Canadian Ethnic S W e s  at 125. 



extioguishment of Aboriginal nghts protected under section 35, plachg heavy onus on the 

Crown to  prove extinguishment. Therefore, wbde the courts appear committed to the 

acceptance of the inherency of Aboriginal rights, this is "ultimately rendered fiagile and 

tentative by the courts' subsequent embrace of the competing contingent ri@ approach 

and the Courts unquestioaed acceptance of Canadian ~overeigrcty".~~' 

While much of the development of the concept of Aboriginal rights has occurred 

within the courts, it is also apparent that A b o r i w  people have become a force to be 

reckoned in the constitutional discussions of Canada. Elijah Harper, and his role in the 

defeat of the Meech Lake Accord in the Manitoba Legislature, sent a message to 

Canadians that any constitutional refom required the participation of Aboriginal 

representatives. And indeed, when the next round of constitutional-reform discussions 

began in 1992, Abonginai representatives were Unnted to participate. This was a major 

breakthrough for Aboriginal peoples. As Turpel dates: 

The invitation of Aboriginal representatives to the constitutional-refomi 
discussions in 1992 is a precedent that will stand for years to corne. 
Aboriginal peoples were excluded in the discussions leading up to the 
passage of the British North Arnerica Act; they were exciuded during the 
1981 negotiations, as  weU as d u ~ g  the Meech Lake round? 

Although the Accord was eventuaily defeated in a nation-wide referendum, the 

participation of Aboriginal representatives, and the elements which were successfully 

negotiated by Aboriginal leaders will stand as an important benchmark for some the.  

Among other things, the Charlottetown Accord proposeci: the entrenchrnent of a provision 

"'Asch, Michael and Patrick Mackîem- "Aboriginal Rigbts and Camcbn Sovereinnty: An Essay on R. v. 
Sparrow," (1991) XXIX:2 Alta. L.R. at 508. 
"%rpel, Mary Ellen. '7% ChadoQetown Discord and Aboriginal Peoples' Struggie for Fondamental 
Politicai Change," in McRoberts, Kenneth & Paîrick Monahan. eds. me Chmlotîetown Accord, the 
Re/erendum. and the Future of C d a  (romato: UnivecSity of Toronto Fkss Inoorporated, 1993) at 121. 



that recognized the inherent nght of self-government; a provision requiring that treaty 

rights be interpreted io a "just, broad and liberal manner taking into account the spint and 

intent of the treaties7'; and, a cornmitment for devishg a formula for Aboriginal consent in 

the constitutional amending formula.11' For the time being, however, t is widely accepted 

that constitutional discussions in Canada have been abandoned. Canadians have 

experienced constitutional reform Cïàtigue'79 and it is unWrely that national unity issues 

will be dealt with utiüzing a wostitutional refonn strategy any time soon, barring a serious 

and immediate threat of Quebec secession. 

While the participation of Aboriguial leaders in the latest round of constitutional 

talks seemed to signal a new era for the treabnent of Aboriginal rights, the evolution of 

this concept in the courts continues to be a "roil of the die'' endeavour for Abonginal 

peoples choosmg the litigation route. For those who felt that the constitutionai 

developments would relegate overtly racist court rulings regarding Aboriginal peoples to 

the dustbin of history* a rude awakening was experhced in 1991. Chief Justice 

McEachem passed down the DeIgmn~tukw'~~ decision which rejected the claim of the 

Gitskan and Wet'suwet'en people to 57 000 square kilometres of th& traditional lands in 

northern British Columbia. The Gitskan and Wet'suwet 'en traditional territory had never 

been ceded by treaty, nor was it taken by niilitary conquest. 

The decision reached by Chief Justice McEachren was shocking to many in its 

blatant expression of racist assumptions. In achiality, this case explicitly states what is 

essentially implicit in most of the case law surrounding Aboriginal rights. The 

"'Md pp. 12513 1. 
"'~el~amuukw v. British Columbia (1991), 79 D.L.R (4th) 185 (B.C.S.C) 



Delg-kw case provides the most wrnprehensive synopsis of the racist assumptiom 

upon which the courts operate when deaiing with Aboriginal peoples. 

McEachren C.J. denied the existence of Aboriginai rigbts of ownership and 

jurisdiction. He d e d  that the nghts which Aboriginal people possess are those of 

sustenance, which are a continuhg burden on the Crown. The indians have the right to 

unoccupied lands for traditiod purposes abject to provincial regdation. McEachreu 

C.J. justifiai this niliag on the bosis of the dement  thesis. '2 is part of the law of 

nations, which has become a part of common law. tbat the discovery and occupation of 

this continent by European nations, or occupation and settlement, gave rise to the right of 

~overeignty."'~' The settkment thesis can only be jushfied by an acceptance of the 

inferiority of Aboriginal nations to the colonizers. McEachren C.J. openly reveals his 

belief in the infierior nature of Aboriginal nations. He concludes that pre contact life was 

"nasty, brutish and short," and characterizes the h e s  of the Gitskan and Wet'suwet'en 

people as a ''primitive existence" devoid of ''written languages, horses and wheeled 

~ehicles.'''~~ 

The Gitskan and Wet'suwet'en people were criticized by some legai experts for 

their legal strategy of seeking recognition of ownership and jurisdiction over their 

territory."' It is apparent that since very little area of British Cohunbia is covered by 

treaty arrangements, this is a vety controversial issue. The courts would be reluctant to 

set what they perceive to be such a dangerous precdent. However, the Oitskan and 
-. - - -  

119~e~gumuuhv et al v. the Queen. Reasons for Judgement, Srnitbers Regisîry No. OW3. The Honourable 
Chef Jdœ Man McEachren. 8 March 199 1. 
'" fiid, 

121~ellock Burton H & Fiona CM. Anderson, "A Tbeoy of Aborigjnai Righîs," in Cassdy, Frank d. 
Aborigfnal Ede in British Columbia: Delgamuukw v. The Queen (tantzville: Oolichan Badrs, 1992) at 
97-1 12. 



Wet'suwet'en people accompüshed their goal of putting the Canadian kgal system on 

triai, and forcing an exposition of the underlying assurnptions about Aboriginal peoples 

which have coloured the dixourse surrounding Aboriginal rights in the 

The DeIg-kw case reached the Supreme Court of Canada, and its niling was 

rendered in 1997. Howewer' the Supreme Corn's n*ng was based upon a change in legd 

strategy of the Gïtskan and Wet'suwet'en people fiom their original case; the original 

clairn for CC~wnership" and '~sdiction" over thek territory was transformeci nito an 

Abori@ titie claim 

The Supreme Court of Canada's decision was seen as a favourable one in that it 

recognized the validity of Aboriginai oral history as evidence. In the opinion of Chief 

Justice Lamer, McEachren C.J. erred at trial by giving oral histories no independent 

weight. Chief Justice Lamer stated that the sui generis nature of Abonginal rights 

demands, ''unique treatment of evidence wbich accords due weight to the perspective of 

Aboriginal people~."'~ He fùrther states: 'Canadian courts must wme to terms with oral 

histories of Aboiguial societies, which, for mairy Aboriginal nations is the onfy record of 

their past."lu Chief Justice McEachren's dismissal of the oral history evidence so 

affecteci his findings of f k t s  that Chief Justice Lamer concludes that a new trial is 

warranted. 

The case also sipaincady impacts upon issues of contimllty, justification and 

extinguishment of AborigiiiPI rights-'* The Court states that the purpose of section 35(1) 
- - 

'%sidy, Frank ed. Aboriginal litle in Bn'tish Columbia: De&zmuukw v. Tne Qvecn (zanlnrille: 
hLichan Bodrs, 1992) at 10. 
' U ~ e ~ 8 ~ u u ~  v. British Columbia, [lm S.C.R 10 10 at psn. 8 1. 
lUlbid at para 84. 
lYSee: Bell, Catherine Be& "New M o n s  in the law of Abaiginai Rigbtr" (1998) 77 The Caiuoan 
Bar Review at 5643. 



'3s to reconciie the prior presence of aboriginai peoples with the assertion of Crown 

so~ereignty".'~ As such, constitutiondy recognized Aboriginal rights are not absolute, 

and may be idhged by the federal and provincial govemments. According to the 

Supreme Court, kfhgement is justifid ifit : 

(1) tirrthers a compelhg and substantial legislative objective and (2) is 
consistent with the special fiduciary relationship between the Crown and 
the aboriginal peoples. The development of agriculture, forestry, mining 
and hydroelectric power, the generd economic development of the interior 
of British Coiumbia, protection of the enWaamem or endangaed spMes, 
and the building of infiastnicture and the settlement of foreign populations 
to support those aims, are objectives consistent with this purpo~e. '~  

Lamer C.J. has stated that the fiduciary relationship '8etween the Crown and aboriginal 

peoples may be satisfied by the involvement of aboriginal peoples in decisions taken with 

respect to their lands." There is "dways a duty of consultationy7 and "fàir compensation 

will ordinarily be required wben aboriginal title is inûinged."'2' 

The Court's attempts to "reconciley' the pnor occupation of North Amerka by 

Aboriginal peoples with the "assertion of Crown sovereigmy" takes much for granted. As 

discussed above, it is the settlement thesis which forms the basis of Crown title in Canada. 

Settlement is one of the acceptecl justifications for the assertion of sovereignty on 

unocnipied lands. Ifthe lands were occupied, as was North America, the de rnen t  thesis 

is justified by the view that settiers were superior to the original inhabitants, who were too 

"primitive7' to possess so~ereignty.'~ The Supreme Courts unquestioned acceptame of 

the assertion of Crown sovereignty, and their own legitimacy to define and deümit 

lZ6ibid. at para 165. 
lnlbid pul 165. 
"'lbid. pan 168. 

'Zâlriickiem, P. T i  Nations SelfGovnammi and îhe Borders of& Canaâian Legai Imagination," 36 
McGiil L.J. 382. 



Aboriginal title and rights, reflects an implicit acceptance of many aspects of Chi& Justice 

McEachren7s explicit discussion in the original case. 

The legal developmem of Aboriginal rights has also been deepb &ected by the 

Supreme Court's niling in R v. Y i  &r Peef30. Dorothy Van der Peet, a rnember of the 

Sto:lo Nation, was prosecuted for selhg ten salmon for $50.00 in violation of s.27(5) of 

the Bn'tish CoImbia Fishery (Generui') ReguIutiom. She rnaintaiued that the regdation 

idkged upon k r  coIiStitutionally protected Aboriginal right to sen fish. The progression 

of this case through the provincial courts of British Columbia to the Supreme Court of 

Canada resulted in the test for the existence of Aboriginai rights, as set out in Sparrw, to 

be substantialiy modified. 

Under the Sparrow decision, the courts had established a strict common law test to 

jus* the extinguishrnent of Aboriginal rights protected under section 35 of the 

Constitution Act, 1982, placing heavy onus on the Crown to prove extinguishment. Under 

this test, the proponent of an Aboriginal right to engage in some activity had to 

demonstrate that the a- was practised aboriginally and was never properly 

extinguished. V m  cier Peet has narrowed the scope of Aboriginal rÏghts; under the new 

test, proponents of an Aboriginal right musi aiso establish that the practice fonns "a 

central and signifiant pari of the society's ~ulture~"~', and must not have existed in the 

past "siimply as an incident" to other cultural elernents or merely as a response to 

European influences. 13' As Bell States: 

- - -  

I 3 O ~ .  v. Vm der Peet [19%] 2 S.CR 507'4 C.N.L.R 177 
13'lbid. at 553, 564. 
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If the activity seeking nghts protection has become integral due to 
European iduence, regardles of the ceatrality of the activity to the 
contemporary Sto:lo Nation or the exercise of that activity for a substantial 
and continuous paiod of tirne, it is not Aboriginel in the eyes of the 
majority of the Suprew Court. The integral test is nirther refked by 
definiag "'integrai" as "central" to an Aboriginal Society or that which 
rnakes Abonginai societies distinctive.1u 

Under this test, it is the role of the courts to measure what is "centd'' to Aboriginal 

culture, as opposed to merely "incidentai". In this case, little attention was given to the 

Sto:lo perspective ofwhat is of central si@c~nce to them. One may seriousj. question 

the ability of non-Aboriginal judges to dezipher what is central to an Aboriginal culture; 

one may aiso seriously question the court's characterization of culture as a List of static 

elements, which may be d&ed as integral or incidental. As Barsh and Hendenon state: 

Making any such distinction presumes that dtural elements can exist 
independentiy of one another, so that the loss of one element does not 
compromise the perpetuation or enjoyment of the others. This 
presumption of independence is, in and of itself, utterly incompatible with 
Aboriginal philosophies which tend to regard ail human actMty (and indeed 
ail of existence) a s  inextricably interdependent.. .Centrality is a judicial 
fiction, an especially slippeq dope, and undemines Aboriginal societies by 
exposing their purportedly ccincdeatal" elements to judicial excision 
nohvithstaading section 3 5 of the Constitution Act. 1982. 

Due to the limited nature of this study, it is not possible to include all of the 

developments with regard to the concept of Aboriginal rights. Policy developments such 

as the federal govemment's inherent rights p o l i ~ y ' ~ ~ ,  the extinguishment policy of the land 

claims pro ces^'^, as weU as numerous other court nilings could have been included in thk 
-- 
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analysis. It is hoped, however, that this g e n d  overview outlimng some of the stages of 

evolution of this concept will provide enough background idormation to conduct a critical 

anaiysis of the use of the nghts paradigm when dixussing issues impacting Aboriginal 

peoples. It is to this adysis which we now ture 

Dangers ofnsing the nghparrrCagm 

Throughout the analysis of the wolution of the concept of Aboriginal rights, it 

remains clear that in the Canadian politicai d legal systems, there remaixis a lack of 

rneaniogfùi consideration of Aboriginal world views. Aboriginal people, when 

participating in these systems, have been forced to translate their philosophies and 

conceptions iato mainstream legai and p0Iitica.l discourse. Many feel that the adoption of 

the laquage of rights by Aboriginai people is a tacit legitimation of an imposed politicai 

and legal systern whose philosophical underpinnings are markedly different from 

Aboriginal world views. Therefore, while it may be said that considerable strides have 

been made in terms of bringing Aboriginal issues to the Canadian national agenda utilizing 

the discourse of Aboriginai rights, one must criticalfy examuie the effects of these 

developments. Objections to the use of the rights paradigm exist on several levels. 

For example, Turpe1 makes a partidarly poignant observation when she reveals 

the reasons why Abonginai-European relations were historicaliy placed w i t h  the context 

of nghts. Accordhg to the European (Christian) ideas of "discoverf', the 

conceptu~tion of Aboriginai cultures has been in ternis of European 1egoVmoral 

categories. This has included the notion of rights - 'me 'right' to  property, or the 'right' 

Treaîy-~Uoking in the SPnt of Co-existence: An Alternative to Extinguishment (Oüawa: Minister of 
Supply and Services, 1995). 



to have the Christian faith put More Aborïginai pe~ples '~. '~~ Therefore, it has been the 

rights paradigm which bas ken used to juw the dispossession of Aborigiaal peoples of 

their territories in the fkst place. 

One mi@ also turn to the racist undertones which continue to colour legal 

decisions regarding Aboriginal peoples. As has been demonstrateci, it has been the 

settlement thesis which bas provided the basis of Crown title in Canada. Therefôre it is 

apparent that the Canadian kgal system contuntes to operate &om a foundation based 

upon the belief in the inherent infaority of Aboriginal peoples. To believe otherwise 

wodd call Canadian sovereignty into questioo; something that the Canadian government 

and the Supreme Court of this country cannot or wül not acbiowledge. 

As relative newcomers to the scene, the governments have arrogated 
themselves to the right to detemine what is and what is not an aboriginal 
right, and the legal systan under which any actions will be heard. Their 
own title, and their own rights in Canada, are considered absolute, and thus 
are not open to disc~ssion.'~' 

It must be pointed out that Abonginal people have not beea involved in the 

production of the tenns which are used to discuss their rights. Indeed the legal discourse 

surroundhg Aboriginal rights in the courts is controlled and produced by a certain gmup 

of people. Milavanovic in bis study of a criticai d o t i c  approach to law, explains how 

the content of linguistic foms (that which is established through a poiitid process) is 

selectively established, supporthg dominant understandings of the world (reifi~ation).'~~ 

- - - 
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Control of the establishment of the juridical linguistic systems lends to the maintenance of  

a cuitural hegemony. GeneraUy, aansformetions of Aboriginal concepts hto legal terms, 

which are controlled by the dotninant group, tend to support the status quo. It is apparent 

that seemingiy capricious terms such as "existing", 'Cextinguishment", "sui generis', 

ctmfhictuuary rights" and 'Viduciary obligation" have corne to dominate the discourse and 

have severe implications for a group of people not involveci in their production. The 

perspectives of Abonginai people bsve not ban adequately included in the legal discourse 

surroundhg Aboriginal issues. 

Put simply, Aboriginal rights, and the particuiar world views and perspectives by 

which Aboriginal people construct this concept, must be "cut out" to fit the cubby-holes 

of the legal system which were deveioped without rny meaniagfÙ1 consideration of 

Aboriginal différences. 'Wendants before the court contribute to their own wntinued 

oppression by the unquestioned use of the juridic language form"." Aboriginal peoples' 

use of legai concepts to express their partidar viewpoints shapes the context in which 

their statements are made, leading to a justification of their situation in relation to the 

dominant society. 14' 

Mary Eilen Turpel also raises ibndamental questions regarding the use of the 

courts in the struggle against the effects of colonïaiism. In particda. she notes that there 

has been a glaring absence of a "cultural hperative" surroundùig constitutionaiisrn and 

legal discourse. By this, she means that there has been no meanulgfirl consideration of the 

diffaences between Aborighai groups and the mainstream Canadian Society. Due to this 

'" Ibid p. 128. 
"'WW Douglas A "Epstemologid Depadency and Native Pb#=: An Essay on the Frinw af 
NativeMon-Native Reiaîions in Carda'' (1995) XV:2 The Canadian Journal of Native Studies at 280. 



lack of consideration, one is able to c d  irito question the "gend epistemological 

problems with legal laiowledge, reasonùig and decision-making."'q ParticuIarIy, Turpel 

points out that the courts have maitltained a cultural hegemony and an ïnterpretive 

monopoly in the practice of writing and 'interpreting' the law for ai l  Canadians, simply by 

the fact that they do so within a particular eurocentric conceptual fiamework. 

Turpel raises fùndarnental questions about the appropriateness of the rights 

paradigm in the pursuit of Abonginal goals and aspirations. The discourse surrounding 

rights is based in a European conception of individual property ownership, which, as 

discussed above, is foreign to Aboriginal peoples. She cautions Aboriginal leaders, as 

have othenIu, a g a h  the wholesale adoption of Eurocanadian concepts in the struggles 

against the effects of colonialisrn. The use of the language of Aboriginal rights leads to a 

tacit legitimation of the rights paradigm, which was d&ed by a Canadiau legal system 

whose processes and philosophical underpiiinings reflet a different cultural system. 

It is clear that if the rights paradigm is rooted in European notions of property 

ownership, these foundations are incommensurab1e with Aboriginal peoples' notions of 

their relationship with the land, a relationship which is holistic and spiritual. As outhed in 

an earlier section, Abonginal peoples tend to regard their relationship to the land as one of 

stewardship. Their holistic understanding of the interreletedness of ail who share this 

14?urpel, Mary Elku "Abonginal Pboples aad the Canadian Chatter: I u t q m h e  Monopolies, Cumiral 
Differences," in DRrlin, Richard, ed, Canad-un Perspectives on Legal Theory (Toronto: Emond 
Montgomery RiMications Limited, 199 1). 
" Bol& andLong d o n  againn îhe appropiation of Eumppn-Wesîem concepts, d a 
"sovereignty" ta express Abriginai political goals, noting the danger ofinadvertenùy reçoastnicting 
Aborigid nations to conform to these conceps. See Bol& Memm & J. Aathony Long, ' T n i  
Traditions and Europeaa-Western Political IQdogies: The Dilcltlfna of Canada's Native Indians" (1 984) 
XVa:3 Canadian Joilrnai of Political Science at 537-554. 



Mother Earth encompasses animai Me, plant We, as well as the past and firture 

generations. Canadian law does not have the capacîty to relate these notions. 

The Aboriginal notion of land rights encompasses both a notion of t h e  as 
occupation (past, present and fùîure) and a notion of spirihial occupation. 
Both of these notions of Abonginai occupation challenge the 
individuakation of the cornmon Iaw system of property ownership. In 
other words, the Aboriginal understanding of the relationsbip to the land 
incorporates both ideas of individual rights and responsibilities as weU as 
collective rights and responsibilities. 

The Charter of Rights and Freedoms bas compounded the role of the rights 

paradigm within the politicai culture of Canada, as well as increasing the importance of the 

courts. The Charter, and the role of the courts as adjudicator of the meaning of these 

entrenched rights has "engeadered a new fom of legalized p~litics' '.~~~ It is argued that 

the judiciary is not r d y  well suited for this hc t ion  since in many ways it is 

unrepresentative and undemocraîic. These arguments are made even more salient for 

Aboriginal peoples as the courts define and delimit the scope and content of thei. 

entrenched rights, in light of the judiciary's historical treatment of these rights. As 

Henderson states: "The rule of law cannot cure aboiguial injuries if it itself is the disease". 

Canadians tend to have a penchant for the courts, as they place credence in th& 

perceived role as a means to tmth and justice. It rernains the practice that Aboriginal 

rights are discussed in terms of law, as legal scholars attempt to son out the courts' 
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interpretations of the elements of Aborighù rights. There are weaknesses to this focus 

upon the legal system to juste the existence of the concept of Aboriginal rîghts. 

Macklem explains the weabiesses of a posfist approach to j u m g  the legitimacy of 

Aboriginal rights. First of alf, a positivist approach tends to obscure normative concens, 

and law becomes justined by the fà* that it is law. Further, there is an assumption of a 

degree of detemhacy which, on many occasions, does not exist. Lady, one is trapped 

into thinking that the right in question does not or should not exist ifit cannot be justifid 

by reference to legai This is to overlook important features of the Canadian 

legal system, which recognizes a variety of sources of laws, both written and unwrïtten, 

statutory and ~us tomary . '~  Further it is apparent that seeking positivist legal justincations 

for Aboriginal rights is hadequate, given the fact tbat much of the law dealing with 

Aboriginal people has emerged fiom racist assumptions and complete disregard for 

Aboriginal differences. 

There has emerged an uneasiness among Canadians resulting fiom the Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms in its inclusion of individual rights and collective or group rights. 

Undoubtedly, the patriation of the Constitution, and the addition of the Charter of Rights 

and Freedoms has had a profound &ect upon the political culture of Canada- There has 

been an empowment of certain coliective groups, now calleci 'Tharter Canadians".'* 

These groups have achieved a more active participation in the constitutional discourse of 

1J7~acklem, Patriciq "Normative Dimensions of the Right of Aborigmai SeIf-Governmentn in Canada. 
Royal Commission on Aboriginai Peopies. Abonginal Se~Xovernment: Lugai and Consiihttional h u e s  
(Ottawa: Minister of S m  and Services, 1995) at 1-34. 
'*canada. Royal Commigion on Aboriginal Pooples. P-rs in Confideration: Aboriginal Peoples, 
 if-Grnement, and the Constiîuîion (Otlawa: Minister of Supply and Sciviœs Canada, 1993) at 8. 
1 J 9 ~ ,  Aian C., Ch- Versus Fe&roIism: The Dilemmas of Constitutionai Re* (Montreal: 
McGiU-Queen's University Ress, 1992). 



this country, thus underminhg the traditional operation of executive federalism Cairns 

States: 

... federalism itself has lost relative status in the Constitution as an 
orgaauing p~c ip le .  The Constitution is now also about women, 
aborigids, multicultural groups, equaiity, afknative action, the disabled, 
a variety of rights and so on.. the constitution is.. . via the Charter a 
possession of the citizenry who accordingly shouid be participants in 
constitution-making. '" 

As was demonstrated by the Meech Lake and the Charlottetown Accord, Canadians have 

come to reject an elae accommodation approach to constmitional di'scourse. There is an 

increased expectation about inclusion in constitutionel debate. 

Thus, Aboriginel issues have come to be included in the constitutional discourse as 

representing only one of the concems of a group of Tharter Canadians", or as members 

of the "'Court Party'?' This has led to the effect that rnuch of the debate which surrounds 

Aboriginal rights in Canada focuses upon the apparent divergence of provisions in the 

Constitution which recognize both individual and collective rights. While collective 

identities may have been empowered through inchision in constitutional discourse, there 

appears to be a backlash against any perceiveci "special treatment" of collective groups. 

Canadians appear less inched to accommodate those groups in society who c d  for 

'"special recognition", üke Aboriginal peoples and the Quebecois. For example, Gibson 

took issue with the RCAP's embnice of "separate government for native peopley': 

... for the hme and now, the redit. is that this prescription will not fly with 
the Canadian electorate, who are ever more convincexi that equal is the 
way to go, whether taking about "distinct Society" or native rights. At the 
same tirne, the Charter has made Canadians increasingly individudistic. 

- - 

'%d p. 68. 
'S '~or toq FL., T h e  Chier  and Canada WQ Quckc," in McRobau, KeMerh, ed, Beyond 
Quebec: Taking Stock of Canada (Montreal-Kingston: McGiIl-s University 1995) at 
93-1 16. 



The insisteme of the commission [RCAP] on collective rights and the 
collectivist approach of underlying aboriginal traditions don't fit with that. 
152 

The construction of the argument as "indMdual rights versus p u p  rights7' is compelhg 

to many Canadians. Tbis is supported by the propagation of a particular conception of 

equality in a Liberai tradition. For -y, individual rights of the ii'beral tradition are inimicai 

to coliective rights clYrrs of specific groups. For example, Schwartz contends that: 

'%beral individualism is a more coherent, more egalitariaq more easiiy acceptable, 

political philosophy thsn history-based gr~upism".'~ 

This portraya1 of the shoncomings of c%istory-based groupism7' and "race-based 

governments" ignores the inherency of Aborigllial rights. The courts and the government 

are not granting rights to an arbitrarily chosen group of people; they are recognizîng the 

existing inherent rights of the onguial occupants of this land. The characterization of 

Aboriginai rights as '?iistory based groupism" mots the source of these rights as historical 

oppression; the rights of Aboriginal people flow f?om the Creator, and their occupation of 

this land fkom tirne irnmemorial and pre-exist contact with European newcomers. 

Further, the adoption of the mechanism of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms 

requires Fist Nations to abandon rnany of the philosophicai views integral to their 

Aboriginal cultures; however, this cannot simply be fiameci in terms of individualism 

versus commuaitarianism. As has been demonstrated, Abonginal world views encompass 

principles which r d e c t  a profound respect for individual will and autonomy. The Charter 

lJ2~ibsoq GorQp "Wbae the aborigüul report takes a wroag hm," Tho Globe undMd1 ( 26 
Nwember 1996) AS. 
's3~hwartz, Brysn "Individuab, Gmupr lad Candian S m "  in DCVîïn, RichrQ ed., CmacIi;an 
Perspectives on Legal Theory (Toronto: Emond Montgomery Limiteci, 199 1) at 4 1. 



of Rights and Freedoms, however, emergiag as it does £hm a particular cultural context, 

involves the adoption ofprmtices which nm counter to Aboriginel perspectives. 

Ovide Mercredi, former National Chief of the Assembly of First Nations, explains 

opposition by many First Nations to the adoption of the Charter.lY He States that this 

does not stem fiom opposition to individual rights but rather to the imposition of 

inappropriate mechanisms and institutions. The Charter was not created with Aboriginal 

input, and does mot refiect many of the Aboriginal values, customs, and aspirations which 

form the basis o f  Abmiginai social structures. For example, Charter guarantees for legal 

coume1 for accused persons withïn the adversarial justice system may be inconsistent with 

the traditional methods of dispute resolution wtiich some Abonginal communities may 

wish to implement, such as heaiing circles. Further, Mercredi discusses First Nations 

govemance based upon a band c o u d  system, in emulation of European-style, 

democraticaüy elected govetnments. This system emerges fiom a Western tradition that is 

inconsistent with the traditional methods of govemance according to clan systems or 

In short, opposition to the application of the Charter upon Abonginal governments 

arises fiom objections to the imposition of inappropriate structures and outside controls 

upon Aboriginal communities. As Kymlich explains: 

niey [Indan leaders] endorse the principles, but object to the panicular 
institutions and procedures that the larger society has estabiished to edorce 
these principles ... What they object to is the clah that their self-governing 
decisions should be subject to the federal courts ofthe dominant society - 
courts which historicaiiy, have accepteci and legitgnized the wlonization 
and the dispossession of M a n s  peoples and hnds.'" 

-- 

l%ercredi, Ovide &Mary EUen Turpei, Into the Rapih: Navigating & Future of First Notions 
(Toronto: Pen- Books Canada Ltd., 1993) at %-106. 
15kymlicka, Wiil, MulticuIiuruol Citizenship: A Liberai Theory ofMinon'îy Righîs (Oxfiord: Mord 



For most Canadians, it is accepted as a matter of fact that the maintenance of their 

well-being Lies in the protection of individuai rights through a mechaaism such as the 

Charter of Rights and Freedoms. It is confùsing to suggest that the imposition of ap. 

individual rïghts pafadigm might actually tbreaten the way of life of a section of society, 

and threaten their existence as distinct peoples. However, as Kulchyski points out: 

A system that presents itself as benign and nurturing to those inside of it, as 
a liberal democracy based on principles of individual rights and equalities, 
appearr totalitarian to those, such as Aborigiaal peoples, who experience 
its limits, its totalking edges, who experience it as the process of 
totali7ntion. '% 

The inclusion of Aboriginal rights in the constitution of Canada has had far 

reaching impacts on the manner in which Aboriginal issues are discussed in this countq. 

On the one hand, the entrenchment of Aboriginal and treaty rights has provideci Aboriginal 

peoples with more legal protection and politicai clout in dealing with the Canadian 

goverment and the effects of wlonialism. On the other hand, when utilizing this 

discourse, Aboriginal leaders are necessariiy '0uying into" many of the principles of the 

particular cultural contact fiom which Rghts discourse emerges. 

However, for now, it is apparent that Aboriginal peoples wili continue to use the 

rights paradigm to advance their interests. For exarnple, n e  Anishiltaabek Decluraîzon of 

the Union of Ontario Mans, places strong emphasis upon rights. Some of the Meen 

stated principles of the Deciarafion are listeci here: 

1. We are Nations. We have always been Nations. 
2. As Nations, we have inherent rights wbich we have n e v a  given up. 
3. We have the right to our own forms of govemment. 

University Ress, 1995) at 40. 
l%uichyski, Pas, "Aboriginal R m p k  and Hegemony in CaDadan(199S) 30:l Journal of thnadkm 
Shrdies at 62. 



4. We have the nght to determine our own citizens. 
5. We have the right of seIfdetermination.. . 
8. We wish to remain within Canada, but w i t b  a revised constitutional 

6amework.. . 
10. The rights of Indians Nations as Nations must be entfenched and protected 

in the Canadian Constitution. These rights include Abonginal rights. .. 
1 2. Our treaty rights must be entrenched and protected in the Canadian 

Constitution.. . 
15. Neither the federal goverment of Canada nor any provincial governent 

shall unilaterally affect the nghts of out Nations or our citize11s.~' 

It is evident that this translation of Aboriginal perspectives into Canadian legai tems is 

often troublesome, and leads to misunder~fandings. Why do Aboriginal peopIes c o h u e  

to participate in this discourse? It is evident that the use of rights discourse is a 

"conciliatory" move, at least to a certain exteat, on the part of Aboriginal peoples. As 

Morito disaisses, their use of the legd language is for the most part, not substantive, in 

the sense that it uidicates wholesale acceptance of tems, but rather indicates a strategic 

move.'" Aboriginai peoples advance their interests in these terms because it has enabled 

them to eEective1y table their "claims", and it certauily is evident that this strategy has 

worked in terms bringing their concems to the country's constitutional agenda. 

Therefore, it is evident that the inevitable litigation that goes dong with this strategy will 

continue to be a feature of Abonginal-Canadian government relations. This is 

unfortunate, as litigation is Uiherently adversarial, and it fiames the relationship as a 

'%in-lose" situation for Aboriginal peoples and Canadiaos. However, Aboriginal peoples 

must use litigation to advance their hterests due to a lack of political will on the part of 

-- - - 

" ' h t t p : l l w w w . ~ & i l k l a r a t h t m ,  a c u s d  J d y  3, 1998 
'S'~orito, B w ,  "Aboriginal Right: A Coaciliatory Concep" (1996) Vol. 13 No.2 J o d  of Applied 
Philosophy. 



There is a need for Abonginal perspectives to play a larger role in shapiag the 

discourse surrounding issues which a&ct them in both the legal and poIitical spheres. 

Aboriginal peoples must continue to struggîe agoinst the totalization or assimifation of 

their values, and Canadians must becorne better educaîed, and more respectfiai of the 

nations of Aboriginal pwples with whom they co-exist. 



7. Where these traditions diverge 

It is not a particularly provocative contention to cl& that Abonginai and 

non-Aboriginal peoples have Mering pecspectives, and that it is their divergent 

understandings which have led to many of the ~ d t i e s  plaguing their relations. 

However, ofien thes ciifferences are understated or dismissed, and not taken seriously 

enough to lead to fùndamentai questionhg of the structures which define their 

relationships. This shidy has been an attempt to examine the actent of *se differences, 

and to discuss how this manifests itself in the legal and political life of Canada. This 

discussion has put forward the idea that the disputes and difEcuities in communication 

between Aboriginal and non-Aborignal peoples are not merely cornpethg interests for land 

and resouces, but rather are a result of divergent world views. As previously discussed, 

these groups experience reality in a diffêrent way; they have divergent ethuometaphysical 

understandiags. 

Many shidies have examined the impact of cultural Merences: Rupert Ross, Jerry 

Mander, Vie Deloria, James Dumont, Murray Sinclair, and J. Rick Ponting have studied 

and contrasted Aboriginal culturai values regarding education, spirituality, goveraance, 

and the justice system, with the values of mainStream Caoadans. This study has focused 

upon the divergent understandings of the philosophical bases of socia/: what is human 

nature? what are the roles and responsibilities of individuals? what is the proper 

relationship ôetween the individual and the commwity? 

It is evident that the particuiar cultural context nom which i i i a l  ideas emerge 

becorne cogent when these i d w  are contrastecl to the Anisbinube worid view, and what 

the Anishinaabek feel that they know intuïtively. In sum, whereas h i a l s  imagine 
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indiduais to be autonomous and cornpetitive beings who enter into social relations only 

out of a rationai recognition for mutuai ben&, Aaishinaabe world view conceives the 

individuai as being embedded within a hannonious and hterrelated whole. For the 

Anishinaabek, who remain dedicatd to individual will and personal autonomy, there is 

value in recognuing what is good for the community. In this way, the wiii of the individual 

is concomitant with the wili of the community. In Aaishinaabe world view, there is no 

such thing as an "abstract" individual in the tradition of liberal diought; we are bom into 

creation with particular roles and responsibilities. The basic proposition is that the 

individual is not just a cornpetitive being, alone, isolateci and surrounded by other 

autonomous beings; rather, each share with others in the circle of creation. 

The dinerences between these world views are starkty evident in the notions of 

individual property ownership. This concept of individuai property ownership is embedded 

in the economic, political and social structures of Canada. For example, the tenets of 

individual property ownership have corne to dominate the discourse to describe what are 

essentidy abstract principles, such as nghts. In fact, one may note the connection between 

"rights" and individual propezty ownenhip on different lwels. On one levd, the 

ownership of property has played a signincant role in determïning the rights of certain 

members of society, as in property rqukements for the exercise of the political nght to 

vote. On a broader level, abstract principles such as the human nght to life or the political 

nght to fieedom of expression are often d e s c r i  in ternis of exclusive property 

ownership, as providing a protective fence or a "sphere of privacy" around the individuai, 

which cm ody be idhged upon if the individual is disrupting another individual's 

"sphere of privacy". 



This Western understanding of property owwrsbip contradicts AnishinaPbe 

recognition of equality withh the circle of me: one cannot own a tree, or an animal, or 

another person's labour. Perhaps it is because Anishinaabe people hclude other beings 

into their vision of equality that there exists such a gap baween the two world views. The 

belief in hamiony and recipronty precludes certain activities; for enample respect for the 

ùnenelatedness of the whole may lead one to recognize the intrinsic value of a forest, 

rather than its exploitative potentiai. 

Property ownership, as it is understood by i i t i t s ,  is a foreign and destnictive 

concept to the Anishinaabe world view. Anishinaabe socid Iife does include some element 

of individual property ownership; for example, certain families will exercise "owaership7' 

over trapping lines, which are passed on through generations.lS However, there is a 

cultural imperative which advocates shering with the entire community, and there is no 

encouragement for accumulation For the Anishinsiahek, greed is the 'bonster" embodied 

by the evil manitou of Anishinaabe stories, the Weendigo. The Weendigo is a hor-g 

cannibal with an insatiable appetite. The Anishinaabek, who live with the presence of 

manitous, recognize the Weendigo as an entity to be fmed and avoided. Basil Iohmton 

explains the Weendigo, and its relation to human beings: 

As long as men and women put the weli-being of their f8inilies and 
communities ahead of their own seEinterests by respecthg the rights of 
anunals who dwelt as th& cotenants on Mother Earth, o M g  tobacco 
and chants to Mother Earth and Kitch-Manitou as s i p  of gratitude and 
good wiU, and attempting to tiilfil and live out their dreams and visions, 
they wodd iastuictively know how to live in harmony and balance and have 
nothing to fear of the Weendigo. If aii men and women Iived h 
moderation, the Weetldigo and his brothers and sisters wodd sterve and 
die out. 

- - -- - - . - 

's9~allowell, A Irving, The Ojibwa of Berens River, Manitoba: Efhnography into Hisîoiy (FOR Worth: 
ihmnut Brace Jovanovich College RiMishers, 1992). 



But such is not the case. Human beings are just a Little too inclineci 
to seKindulgence, at times a shade too intemperate, for even the spectre of 
the Weendigo to fiighten them into deference. At root is seffishwss, 
regardeci by the Aaishinaubae people as the wovst huntan shortc~rniirig.~~ 
[emphasis added] 

It is clear that accuundation is not one of the central tenets of living biimdiwin, the 

"good Me". Raîher, emphasis is on sharing and M g  in harmony and reciprocity within 

the interrelated whole. Sharing is nameci as one of the four fùndamental vaiues of the 

Anishinsirhe tradition, dong with honesty, lsedwss and strength. Again these are 

expressed as the four points on the medicine wheei, as discussed in section three of this 

One may say that in the same way that the concept of individual property 

ownership pewades the economic, political and social life of Western society, so too does 

spiritualism pervade every aspect of the h e s  of the Anisbinaabek. For example, it is 

cornmon for gatherings, such as feasts, committee meetings or pow wows, to begin with a 

thanksgMog prayer and a smudge ceremony. The smudge ceremony involves 

smouldering a medicinal plant, u d y  sweetgrass or sage. Participants take turns making 

cleansing motions with the smoke, bringing it over their heads, and their bodies. This is 

done to "cleanse" the participants of any negative feeiings they may be canying. Otten the 

smudge is offered to everyone in the rwm, not just the 'leaders". Again, the world view 

of the Anishmaabek is apparent in the wery&y behaviour of indniduals and communities. 

There is constant acknowledgement of the spuitual We; this is in strong wntrast to the 

Western ways, which advocates a strict separation between religion and state. 

160~~hnst& Basil, The Manitous: The Spiritual WorId of the Ojibway floronto: Key Porter Bo& 
Limited, 1995) at 223. 



Where the European-based view of the metaphysical remtins grounded in a 
specificaily deîïned r m d i s m  and supporteci by the scient@ metha4 
Abonginal views share the feaîue of bebg enmeshed in mythological and 
spintual beliefk. Aboriginal world views througbwt the Americas 
generdy share the theme that Life is circular and governed by spiritual 
beginnings, spint-centred reaüty and spiritual vision and destiny. None of 
the activities of most Abonginal people today are carried out without the 
acknowledged primary place of the spiritual aspect of "seif' and the 
spiritualilAtion of reality. No actions are Camed out independently of 
spirit-iufiuence, nor are they separate nom a collective whole. For most 
Aboriginal people today, as in the past, the @rit is the motivator of the 
ind~dual  and of the collective, and is central to the undastanding of the 
culture and history of the people.'"' 

Within the Auishinaabe tradition, there is strong emphasis placed upon the good of 

the community, and no strong concern for dividing the land and resources amoag 

individuals for exclusive use and ownership. This way of life is generally characterized as 

collectivism and communal property ownership. As a result, quite often Abor&hd world 

views are characterized as communitarian, and as rejecting the individualistic nature of 

liberalism. This is a superficial characterization While it is mie that Aboriginal people 

respect communal values, as has been demonstrated, in this conception the individual 

remaias sacrosanct. More importady, one of the most essential divergences occurs 

around the fact that Anishinaabe people hclude other spiritual beings in their idea of 

community; whereas cornmunifarians do not appear to share in this part of the 

ethnometaphysical view. Charles Taylor, a cornunitarian, States: 

From this view we ain see the answer to [the] question ... why do we 
ascribe these rights to men and not to animals, rocks or trees ... is quite 
straightfofward. It is because men and women are the beings who exhibit 
certain capacites which are worthy of respect.'" [emphasis added] 

161 Dumont, James, "Justice and Abonginal W e "  in Canada Royal Commission on Aboriginal Fkopies. 
Aboriginal Peoples and the Jusîice System ( m a :  Minister of Supply and Senices, 1993) at 9. 
'62Tay1or, Charles, "Atomkmn in Avineri, S b k m  & Avner deûhlit, eds., Commnit=anim and 
Individuafism (Mord: Oroard University Press, 1992) at 33. 



In the Western modei, human beings are the masters of creation, and are superior 

to other elements of creation Particularly, m a liberal conception, the human individual is 

the only unit of moral worth. By sharp wntrast, in the Anishinaabek formulation, di - 
Uicluding plants, auimals, manitous - are units of moral worth. 

Aoishinaabe world view has led to a focus upon the values of hamiony, reciprocity 

and sharïng, as opposed to liberalism's focus upon competition and accumdation. Tbis is 

not to say that Anishioasbe ways of life are superior in the areas of sharing and caring, but 

it must be acknowledged that what drives the current Western economic system are these 

ideas of individual property ownership, cornpetition and accumulation. Indeed some have 

even discussed the ccsuperiority" of this system of individual property owwrship and 

entrepeneurship over the coUectivistn of communai societies, because 'kdividualist 

cultures with private property rights produce abundant material wealth, while collectivist 

3 99  163 cultures don t . 

As Overholt and Calcott conclude in their study of ethnometaphysics: "no culture's 

world is privileged in respect to truth".la It is not the purpose of this study to moralire 

regarding actions taken under the auspices of the liberal tradition, but rather to compare 

and contrast the differing but coexistent world views. It is evident that these difking 

ways of approaching the universe are reûected in how we structure society. in terms of 

relations between Anishinaabe people and Canadian liberal democrats, whiie certainiy they 

have influenced each other, both continue to undermine each other's ciifferences. Ir is 

evident that communication remains dïfficult. 
- - - -  - - --- 

163Seli& Karen, " 'Praising a 'supaior' cuhuxe" The Oîiuwa Citizen (30 Iune 199%) Ag. 
lbJ~verholt, Thomas W. & J .  Baird CalIicOtt, Clothed-in-Fur and Other Taies: An Intmduction to an 
Ojibwu World View (Washington: University nesS of America, W., 1982) at 10. 



While recognhhg these dEerences is the fkst step, it is necessary to accept the 

fact that Aboriginal and non-Aboriginai peoples are co-existing, and most Wrely wiii 

continue to do so. As such, it is necessary for Aboriginai and non-Aboriginal peoples to 

attempt to identify some commoaalities between the philosophies and goals of both 

peoples to refiect a respect for s h e d  foundations. These cultures can impact each other 

in positive ways. 



8. Scrirch for Common Ground 

It goes without saying that non-Abonginai people have made a permanent home 

here in Canada. It is equaliy obvious that Aboriginal peoples are gohg to hold strong to 

their unique b e M  and cuitures; thqr have endured 150 years of relentiess, systernatic 

attack upon their lands, laquages, beliefs, ways of We, and cultures. In addition to the 

normal pressures of c r o s d t u r a l  contact and the resulting stresses placed upon "oW 

ways, gewrations of Abongiaal peoples have brrn subject to aggressive govenuneat 

policies aimed at their assimilation. Throughout all of this, Aboriginal peoples have 

persevered to maintain some cultural integrity and a coatiauing awareness of themselves 

as unique peoples. The question then becomes: how are these two groups to co-e>tist in 

the new era of renegotiation and renewai? 

This thesis has set out to discuu the divergence of the woddviews of Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal peoples, exemphfied through a comparative andysis of Anishinaabe 

and iiberai philosophic traditions, in an effort to counter the claims that Aborigioal cultures 

do not ditlier in any signifiant way fiom mainstream Canada- Now that some of the 

differences bave been M y  estabîished, tbis study will tum to a search for cornmonalties 

between these grwps. What is evident is that despite the enonnity and prohdity of the 

dinerences in world views, it is possible to locate some rommon goalr in these two 

philosophic tradiions. 

It is evident that both Anishinaabe and Ii'beral philosophies are wmmitted to 

providing an environment withm which one can pursue the ''good Me"- Both I'berai and 

Anishinaabe world views advocate indMduai fidfihent through achievement of personal 

capacities. In the Anishinaabe conception of the interrelatedness of all cornes the 
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understanding that one must seek a place within creation in a spirit of harmony and 

balance7 respectïng others as well as oneself. This respect involves bonouring the fieedom 

and autonomy of al1 individuals. 

nie centrai goal of life for the Ojibwa is expressed in the tenn 
p imdmiwin ,  Life in the Wes t  sense, life in the seose of IongevÏty, heaith 
and fieedom fiom misfortune. This goal cannot be acôieved without the 
efféctive help and co-operation of both human and other-than-huma0 
persons, as well as by one's own personal efforts 

Likewise, Iiberalism d e l i i t e s  on the ccgood WY. Key to Kymlicka's message, for 

example, is that we be able to deliberate and choose among competuig notions and values 

of what we consider to be integral to this "good lifê". '" 

Both of these philosophies operate upon a respect for individual will anci equality. 

Often this element of Aboriginal cultures is ignorai, as too often Aboriginal societies are 

supeficiaiiy characterized as lacking the individualisrn of contemporary liberal democratic 

theory. in the languid efforts to fit Abonginal wodd views within the Western ways of 

thinking, communal property ownership translates into "the tragedy of the cornonsy'; 

respect for wrnmunity Me translates into cccoilectMsm77 and "subjugation to the group"; 

the spiritual aspects of Aboriginal Mie translate into ''mysticism" and ccadherence to ritual" 

and; respect for other parts of creation translates into C'pantheismyy.l" Abonguial 

philosophies are fiir more complicated than Western dichotomies wili aiiow. While it has 

been demonstrated that Anishinaabe peoples have profound respect for individual wiU, the 

16%all~well, A Itving "(31- Ontology, Bebavicnuf a d  World Vew," Teachingsj?-om the Ametencm 
E d h :  Indian Religion and Philosophy, &. T. Tedlctck & B. Tedlock New York: Litreright Ress, 1992. 
p. 171 
'%ymlicka, Wili. fiberaiim, Communiîy w d  C u l m .  Oxford. Motd University Press, 1989. p. 13 
16'~eli& Karrn, "Raising a 'superiof culture" The O t t m  Citizen (30 Iune L998) Ag. 



dichotomy of communitarianism and hdkidualism continues to characterize the discussion 

of Aboriginal world views. 

It is a major concern of hiberal thinkers that in coilecîivities, such as Aborigllial 

comrnunities, there may not be proper respect for the nghts and fieedoms of individuais. 

There is a f a  that Aboriginal seif-governmem could lead to Fust Nations' govemments 

oppressing their own people. There is much contention regarding whether the Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms should apply to Native c o d t i e s  as thqr begin to exercir their 

nght to selfaetemhation through self-government arrangements. For example, much of 

this concern regarding the threat to individual rights has to do with Fust Nation's 

citizenship, or band membership. Most pervasive has b e n  the Sect  of section 12(l)b of 

the Indian Act. This section stnpped generatiom of Abonginal wornen, and their children, 

of Indian status. It held that if a status indian wornan married a non-Indian man, she and 

her children wodd become non-status. However, if a status Lndian man mamed a 

non-Indian woman, not only was his status unaffected, but his non-indian d e  and her 

children became suitus Indians through section 1 l(1)f of the Act.'" Due to the &ective 

lobbying efforts of Aboriginal women, section 12(l)b of the Indiun Act was proclaimed 

discriminatory, and some of the women who were affected were reinstated through Bill 

C-3 1, an amendment to the I d a n  Act put into place in 1985. '" 

' 6 8 ~ r i n k - ~ e l i s s e n ,  Lilianne Eraestirie, "The Native Women's Assa5iition of Canada" in Fri&res, 
James S., Native Peoples in Canada: Confemporary Conflicts (Sarborough: Reatice Hall Canada ïnc.. 
1993) at 358. 
I6%e effectiveness of the Bill C-3 1 to stop the discrimuiation ansi reaICy pest injustices is Questionable. 
W e  some of the women affécted were teinsiated, it rnay be said that the efiéct of this disçrimination was 
only passed to frrtwe generaEi011~. The cbilc?ren of those r e i d  by Bi1l-C-3 1 have a 6(2) category of 
Man status. The 6(2) person canaot traasmit status to his or her chitdren dess tbe partaer is a status 
hdian. This has been coiwd Wie seçon6generation ciitd". See: Weaver, Wïy, "Fi Nations Women 
and Goverament Policy, 1970-92: -on and Conflict" in Burt, SanQa et al,. ais., Changing 
Patterns- Women in Canada (Toroato: M c C l e W  & Stewarî, 1993) at 1 17. 



hrring the lobbying efforts of these Abonginai women to end tliis discrunlliatory 

practice, opposition arose. Udortunately, thk came not only nom the federal 

govenunent, but also from leadership in their own communities, as weii as the influential 

Indian organitation, the National Indian Brotherhood (precursor to the Assembly of First 

Nations). Opposition to the reinstatement of these women was rooted in a concern 

regarding an in£lux of potentially thousands of reinstated band members back to theïr 

reserve communities. It was f& h t  the aiready scarce resources adable  to Fkst 

Nations would not be able to âandle the numbers of returning members.'m 

The legacy of this internai conflict has led Native women to continue to be 

. . .  concemed about discruriloation within their own comrnunities. As such, the Native 

Women's Association of Canada (NWAC) has supporteci the appiication of the Charter of 

Rights and Freedoms to Fust Nations' govemments to ensure the quai treatment of 

women and men"' These guarantees would be in addition to the section 35 Aboriginal 

rights guarantees in the CollStitCltion regarding gender equality. Amendments resulting 

fiom the initiai March 1983 First Ministers' Conferences on Aborigid Rights included 

the addition of section 35(4), which stated: cN~twitbstanding any other provision in this 

Act, aboriginal and treaty rights refmed to in subsection (1) are guaranteed equaiiy to 

male and f d e  persans."'" While the NWAC have remained supportive of Aboriginal 

self-government, it is evident that discrimination continues to be a concem. 

Before conchidkg that Abonginal communities are üi-suited to protect the 

individual rights of th& own members, it is important to d to mind the rwt of this 



problem. The government-imposeci system of deciding who is, and who is not, an Indian, 

and in &kt, who is and who is not, aîiowed to  live withia First Nation's on-reserve 

coinrnunities, has led to these intenial divisions. For acample, these discriminatory 

practices are not there because of ingraineci sexism or discriminatory practice within 

Anishinaabe culture; this has been a colonial and Canadian govemment-irnposed policy for 

over a century. Withùi the Anisbinoabe culture, there is respect for the quality of al1 

rnembers of the wmmunity. Men a d  women are accorded diffèrent respomibiities, 

howwer there is recognition of the equafity in importance of these roles. MernbershÎp in a 

community wouid rely on your clan aflEliation, not upon an arbitrary govemment list. The 

root of the problexn does net exist within Anishinaabe culture and peopies, however I 

would put forth that the solutions do. 

To quickly jump to the conclusion that collectivist cultures do not respect c'right~" 

of individuais based upon an example such as band membership, is a shallow observation 

and a superficial characterization. R 60s largely been the imposition of Western systems of 

govername and oppressive legislation which has led to a distortion of these principles of 

individualism and equality withm Fust Nations' commuaities, ratha than anyrhing integral 

to their cultural t radi t i~ns. '~ It is not the purpose of this contention to undermine the 

concerns of Aboriginal womai; the challenges wbich they face both within their 

communities and in the broader Canadian society are very r d .  Neither is it to absolve 

Aboriginal people of their responsibility to work to  ensure that commUNty members are 

treated fairiy and justly. What is important to note, however, is the irony at play in these 

'"1t has been put forth îbat discriminaEion a g i p q  women did exkt in soms Aboriginal cuitrues . a r h  as 
the Inuit. Ln sharp contras& Iroquoian societies operated within a matrilineal system. h: Canada. Royal 
Commission on Abonginal Ropk. Final Report of the Royal Commission on Abonginal Peoples Vol.2 
Part One (Ottawa: Minister of Suppiy & Services Canada, 19%) at 122- 126. It is apparent that it is 
impossible to disaiss Aboriginal peoples as a ho- groop. 



discussions. The imposition of a foreign, paternalistic, patriarchal system rooted in 

Western ways, emerging fkom the Canadian legislahue, has led to these discriminatory 

policies and intemal divisions. S h e o  discussing the problems which bave ensud, 

questions turn, not, as they should, to the inappropriateness of foreign-imposed systems, 

but rather to the abüity of First Nations' leadership to adequately respect the individual 

rights of thek members. 

It has been put forth that respect for individual wiü and equality exkt in both 

Aboriginal and liberal philosophies. One must be car& not to dismiss these features of 

Aboriginal societies due to a superficial understanding of Abonginal cultures. The fact of 

the matter is that respect for these principles may exist within Aboriginal cultures and 

societies howwer they can be manifestecf in diflcérent ways. 

Take for example, the principles of demomacy. Lenihan, Tasse and Robertson 

express optimism in the contention that Aboriginal peoples' beliefs may share some 

common ground with liberalkm regarding the principles of democracy. They note that 

many native leaders seem genuinely to speak for the people they represent; they take the 

representativeness of these leaders as an indication of the "coasent of the governed", 

which is wcessary for legitimacy in the democratic tradition. However, the authors 

remain concerned about how to balance respect for the individual with respect for 

diversity, custom, tradition or culture. 

It is plain that...they [native leaders] have not resolved in a clear and 
satisfbctory way how individual fieedom and equality are to be reconciled 
with the special historicd and cultural interests of their communities. This 
is reflected in the ambivalence of their own political discourse, which ofien 
swings back and forth between taik of respect for human rights and 
passionate profesSons of faith in traditionslism.'" 

--- -. .- -- . 

"JLenihan et. A, Canada: RecIaiming the Middle Ground (Montreal: IRPP, 1994) at 89. 



'Tassiouate professions of téith in traditionalim" ccm mean a respect for human rights. 

h i e  to the limitations of the discourse of the rights paradigm, it offen thought that these 

rights must translate into the adversarial court system and the democratidy elected band 

corncil, rather than traditional mechanisms of dispute resolution and traditionai structures 

and principles of governance. Li'beral thinkers must r u e  that respect for the individual 

does not necessarily have to translate into the culturally comtituted rights paradigrn, and 

Eurocanadian iastitutions and mechanïsms. Other mechanisms appropriate to another 

cultural world view may embody these principles. 

While much of this discussion has focused upon the divergences of these world 

views, it would be overly simplistic, if not inaccurate, to attempt to create a stark 

dichotomy between the world views of these two groups; they have impacted upon each 

other throughout history. It is often undentalwd, but it is evident that Canadians have 

reaped the b e n a s  of the lands of the Anishinaabek, but have also been the beneficiaries of 

the rich philosophic traditions of the original peoples of this territory The argument c m  

be made that the liberal tradition is rwted in early contact experiences of European 

newcomers with indigenous people in the 'New W~rld"."~ The indigenous people 

encountered by these Europeans at contact operated in egalitarian societies. with 

paramount respect of individuai autonomy and fieedom. Undoubtedly, this had dramatic 

impact on the European aewcowrs who were comuig f?om a strict hierarchical class 

"'Sec: Brandon, William, New Worlds /or Otd: Reportsfiom the New World and Their Eflect on the 
Development of Social Thought in Europe 1500-1888. Ohio: Ohio University Press, 1986; Sioui, 
Georges. For an A m e ~ ~ u n  Airlohistory. Kingsîon/Montreal: M c G i U w  University Press, 1992 ; 
Weatherford, Jack Indan Givers: How the Indans of the Amencas Transfonneed the World. New York: 
Ballantine Books, 1988. 



society. Regarding the principles which underlay the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, the 

RCAP has stated: 

To some actent a least, these principles can be viewed as the product of 
cultural tiision, stemmïng fiom inter-societai contacts in the villages and 
forests of North America, with effects that rippled outward into the salons 
and marketplaces of pre-revolutionary Europe. In interpreting and 
applying the Charter, we would do wel  to keep in mind the complimentary 
ideals of fieedom and responsibility that have informecl Aboriginal outlooks 
fiom ancient times, ide& that have continuhg relevance to Canadian 
society today. 176 

Today, the teachings and vaiues of A b o r i m  peopIes continue to positively 

npact upon non-Aboriginal Canadians. There are numerous indications that Canadians 

continue to ernbrace some of the knowledge of indigenous socides. Heahg or 

sentencing circles, as methods of imparting healing upon a criminal offender, as opposed 

to punishment and re t r i ion ,  are intriguing methods and objectives to those w o r b g  

within the justice system. In the areas of health, Aborigi0a.I peoples have traditionally 

approached illness in a holistic manner, seeking healing for an individuai in not only the 

physical body, but to explore the mental, spiritual and emotional aspects of their 

well-being. These approaches to health are gainhg popular acceptimce among mainstream 

Canadians. AnCient environmentai knowledge of indigenous peoples is M y  king 

reached by modem science; for example, the interrelatedness and interconnectedness of ail 

beings and elements of the ecosystem is now widely accepted. It is evident that Aboriginal 

and non-Aboriginal peoples are also becoming closer in some developments in politicai 

t heory . 

176 Canada. Royal Commission on Aboriginal Raptes. Partners in Confederation: Aboriginal Peoples, 
Serf-Govemment, and the Constitution (Oitawa: Minister of Suppiy and SeMces Canada. 1993) at 40. 



It is apparent that iibeds have changed many of their eady commitments, and the 

values and principles which they now espouse are becoming more wucornitant with the 

Anishiaaabe world view. This is evideuced by some developments ot'contemporary liberal 

theory, such as Rawls' theory of justice. Rawls' principle of justice which recognizes the 

arbitrarhess of the distri'bution of naturd talents is a significant deviation tiom the earlier 

principles of classical liberalism. In opposition to Macpherson's Market Man of 

possessive indivïddïsm, ùi Rawts' theory of justice each individd owes something to 

society for their naturai, arbitrariiy distriiuted, talents as they are 'bumon assets of the 

~ommunity".'~ Futtheq Rawls' difEirence principle states that b&ts gained from these 

natural talents should accrue to the least advantaged in society. It is apparent that Rawls' 

dinerence principle is consistent with what Anishinaabe people would cal1 the principle of 

sharing. His atternpts at justification for this principle through the use of the social 

contract devised under the 'keii of ignomce", demonstrates the stniggies which face 

liberal theorists in their efforts to ju* concepts such as distriiiutive justice (sharing) and 

responsibiiity to community l8e within the confines of strict individualism. 

Macpherson took on this challenge through his political theory of possessive 

ind~duaiism, in which he atternpted to search for an adequate 'theory of ~bligation".'~ 

As Tdiy explainsy Macpherson deviated f'kom the traditional iiial-socialist debate to 

conclude that this theory of obligation could be achieved by a shared global &ort to 

prevent world destruction under the threat of atomic warfâre. This apparent rehun to a 

Hobbesian justification for submission to govmancey as ail operate under an ''equality of 

ln~ully, Jameg An Approuch to Political Philosophy: Locke in C o n t a  (Camkidge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1993) at 80. 
'nMacpherson, C.B., The Pofitical ï%eory of Possessive fnîüvidiralism: Hobbes to Locke ( Mord: 
Mord University Ress, 1 %2) at 83,271-277. 



insecurity", is put forward by Macpherson as an imperative to bind people togetha and to 

recognize their obligation to others. 

Given that degree ofrationality, the seWinteresteci individual, whatever his 
possessions, and whatever his attachent to a possessive market society, 
can see that the relations of th market Society must yield to the overriding 
requiremeat that, in Ovenon's words ... ''humme society, cohabitation or 
beiag, . . . above ali earthiy thmgs must be mahtained. "'" 

W h  the end of the Cold War, the threat of nuclear destruction is les prominent; however 

it can be stated tbat the world continues to face global destnictior~ This Uueat of 

destruction now takes the form of pollution of eesh waters, depletion of naturd resources, 

global warnnig, ozone depletion, air poliution, extinction of animal species, and other 

effects of the constant pursuit of fininciai gain by public and private industry around the 

world. These impacts pose a very r d  threat to human societies, as well as fùture 

generations. The teachings of the Anishinaabek can offer insight into how to counter 

these effects. 

In the Anishinaabe world view, the earth is ow Mother, and the sun is our Faîher; 

they watch over us during the day. In the night, our Grandmother, the moon, watches 

over us. As sibüngs sharhg the @s of our Mother Earth, Father Sun and Grandmother 

Moon, we cannot demand more for ourselves than for others. These güts are meant for 

aii beings. For example, the M e - H g  wannth and Light of the sun is a gifk that is meant 

for all beings upon the Earth- Those of  us who are respodle for the destruction of the 

ozone layer, causing the gifts of the sun to becorne hprmful, are violating the principle of 

responsibility and obligation, to each other. 



In Anishinaabe world view, these respomiiiities also extend to other creatures on 

the earth, as weii as past and fùture generations. It is oAen said that any decision made in 

the present generation must look ahead to the impacts upon the seven generations to 

corne. This is in sharp contrast to the short temi economic benedits which often drive the 

financiai projects of pubiic and private industry. 

An Anilinaahe Elder once pointed out that it is now necessary for us to "elevate 

what is reai". Much of the preoecupation of modem Society is focused upon economic 

gain. Despite the technological developments of the last centuy, and the priorities 

accorded to meeting the economic demands of the forces of globaiization, the fhct remains 

that it is the Earth which provides us with sustenance, and it is the Euth which must 

continue to provide for the generations to wme. In this age of modem technology, 

human beings are increasingly losing touch with their connection to Mother Earth. This is 

leading to a lack of balance. 

Anishinaabe prophets of long @go spoke of such a phenornenon, Benton-Banai 

relates the story of the seven fies prophecy. Seven prophets were sent to .the 

Anishinaabek over many years; each of their prophecies is represented by a fie. These 

prophets foretold the migration of the Anishinaabek fiom the East, the co&g of the 

"Light s h e d  race", the grief and der ing  to be endured by the Anishinaabek, and M y  

the resurgence of the sacred ways . A portion is inchideci here: 

The seventh prophet that came to the people long ago was said to 
be different fiom the 0 t h  prophets. He was young and had a strange light 
in his eyes. He said, '?n the time of the Seventh Fire a 
Osh-ki-bi-ma-di-zeeg' (New People) wiil emerge. They will retrace their 
steps to h d  w b t  was left by the trd... If the New People remah strong in 
th& quest, the Waterdrum of the MidewiwicI Lodge wiii again sound its 



voice. There will be a rebirih of the Anishinaabe nation and a rekindling of 
old flames. The Sacred Fire d again be lit. 

R is at this time thar the Light-skinned Race will be given a choice 
between two roads. If they choose the right road, then the Seventh Fire 
wiii light the Eighth and Final Fie - an etemal Fire of peace, love and 
brotherhood and sisterhood. If the Light-skinned Race d e s  the wrong 
choice of roads, then the destruction which they brought with them in 
coming to this country WU corne back to tbem and cause much suffering 
and death to di the Earth's people ... 

If we nannal people of the Earth could jua wear the f- of 
brotherhood, we might be able to deliver our Society fiom the road to 
destruction. Could we make the two roads that today represent two 
clashing worid views corne together to fom that mi& nation? Could a 
nation be forrned that is guided by respect for al1 living thmgs? 

Are we the new people of the Seventh Fire?Im 

Many believe that we have entered the t h e  of the seventh fke; there has ken  a 

resurgence of Aboriginal cultures across North Amerka. Benton-Banai describes how 

many of the Elders of the Midewiwui (a spintual institution of the Anishuiaabek) have 

concluded that the ''roads" which must be chosen are the roads of technology and the 

roads of spiritualism. 

The diflférences between the Aboriginal and non-Abonginal world views have been 

described as a ciradar, holistic vision as opposed to the linear type of thinking that is said 

to characterize Western ways. It is apparent that this holistic vision, the abiüty to see 

three-hundred-and-sixty degrees, has much to offer to non-Aborigïd peoples. 

Indeed, in addition to the Anishinaabe knowledge of the appropriate way to live 

upon the Earth in a respecttLl manner, the ideas and insights of Anishhaabe peoples may 

be adopted by mainstream Canadian society in their efforts to create a aee and I i i a l  

society which is at the same time devoted to the substantive equslity of its citizens. The 

1 '0Benton-Banai, EdwvQ The Mishomis Book: n e  Voice of the Ojbway (W-nsin: Indian Country 
communication h., 1988) at 93. 



amagies of philosophm to define the vahies upon which society should be built may be 

aided by the insights of the Anishlliaabek. The most important insight to be offered by 

Anishinaabe philosophy is who is included within the circle of society. in the liberal 

conception, individuais are the ody units of moral worth. The Anishuiaabe tradition rnight 

ask: what of future generations? animal and plant Me? the spirit world? Canadian politicai 

philosophy may do weil by extending th& conceptions of society to becorne more 

inclusive. How are we to conceive d e t y ,  and the rights and respomibGtie~ to be borne 

by each individd: as autonomous property owning indkiduals cornpethg for position in a 

stratified society, or as individuais each searching for a meanin@ place within an 

interrelated and hannonious whole, sharing with others in the circle of creation? 

Put simply, the Amerindian genius, acknowledguig as it does the universal 
interdependence of ail beings, physhl  and spiritual, tries by every available 
means to establish intellectual and emotional contact between them, so as 
to guarantee them - for they are all 'Yelatives" - abundance, equality, and 
therefore, peace. This is the wred circle of Key which is opposed to the 
evolutionist conception of the world wherein beings are unequial, and are 
ofien negated, jostled, and made obsolete by others who seem adapted to 
evoiution. '" 

The philosophic tradition of the Anishiaaabeic, hououring as it does the values of harmony, 

reciprocity, and balance, has much to offer to the present course of Canadian politicai 

- - -  -- 

111 Sioui, Georges E-, For an Amerindan Autohistoty: An EsSay on the Foundations of a Social Ethic 
(Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Ress, 1992) at xxi. 



9. Conclusion 

On June 30, 1998, The O n a ~ i  Citizen's editorial page included a column entitled 

'Traising a 'superior' cult~re"."~ The author, Karen Selick, argued that cultures which 

support "individualism, Liberty, entrepenuership, realism, h i  and private property" are 

superior to any cuiture (such as Aboriginal cultures) that supports "coliectivism, adherence 

to ritual, mysticism, subjugation to the group and communal property." She continues to 

say t hat : 

What's iateresting is that so many people, includiog many aboriginals, want 
the physical commodities that individualist CuIhrres produce - centraily 
heated houses, indoor plumbing, elactrical appliances, snowmobiies etc. - 
while spurning the cultural attitudes and practices that created such items. 
Lostead, they endorse a culture of collectivism and communnlism which, as 
history reveals, has never, anywhere in the world, corne close to producing 
the fevel of material weatth that individuaiist cultures do. 

There are, according to Seiick, "sound economic reasons wby individualist cultures with 

private property rights produce abundant material wealth, while collectivist cultures 

don't." She outhes the ''tragedy of the commons." Selick contends that when property is 

owned c o m m d y ,  everyone has an incentive to use it up quickly, before someone else 

does. No one bothers to maintain or improve it, because theV effons will simply bene& 

others. The owner of private property, by contrast, '% motivated to comme and 

improve it, knowing he or bis children d reap the benefits of bis efforts. It is ody this 

process of capital prese~ation and accumulation that parnits a society to advance beyond 

a mere subsistence üfestyle." 

She ends the article by saying that the Supreme Court, through the DeigamuuRw 

decision, held that "lands subject to so-called aboriginal title must be held communally and 

'"~elidq Karen, "Raising a 'sqerior' ciilture" The Oîtma Citizen (30 June 1998) A9. 
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can be sold ody to the Crown. In other words, it saddled natives in perpetuity with the 

cornmons tragedy, and it destroyed any chance for than to benefit fiom an open market 

for their lands." Her W word is regarding "corruption on reserves". 

I have reproduced a segment of this argument within this study because this short 

editorial embodies many of the misuaderstandings and assurnptions which continue to bar 

non-Aboriginal and Aboriginal people from productive negotiation and muhial respect. 

Much of the debate surrowiding issues which impact upon Aboriginal peoples are 

based upon a false dichotomy of individualkm versus coUectivism rdecting the narrow 

limitations in Western ways of thinking. While it is true that many Abonginal societies 

highly value the community, this is not to  say that they subjugate individds to the group. 

Arnong the Anishinaabek for example, while there is high value placed upon the good of 

the community, contrary to what Western pbilosophers have coined cornmunïtarianism, in 

this conception the individual remaius sacrosanct. This respect for individual wiii and 

liberty is reflected in rnuch ofthe behaviour and practices of the people. 

In fact, key t o  Anishinaabe Life is a search for individual fbiflment. Vision quests, 

fasts, sweatlodges and naming ceremonies, for example, are mechanisms to help the 

individual in his or her search for their own path in Me. This rich philosophical tradition, 

which aids individuals in their search for personal fulfilment, can hardly be descnbed as 

"subjugation to the group", or even 'hiysticism" for that matter. 

The author's characterization of "the tragedy of the cornons" as opposed to the 

actions of the CCowner of private propertf is incredibly ùonic. The communal societies of 

Aboriginal peoples (as she d s  them), had lived for thousands of yean in North Amezica 

in a sustainable environment, rich in natural resources (riches which attractd European 



newcomers in the first place). Since the imposition of individual property ownership and 

private interests, the masr destruction and depletion of these resources bas been 

devastakg. Little consideration has been paid to the long term effects upon future 

generations; however the author wntenâs that it is the communal societies who attempt to 

use up reMurces quickly, and do not take their cMdren into consideration. 

In h k a l  thinking, the individual is the oaly unit of moral worth. In classical 

iiberalism, society is conceivecl as a collection of autonomous, seüïsh, accumulative, 

cornpetitive individuals who corne together in society oniy out of rational resogmtion of 

potential for mutual ben&. On the wntrary, many Aboriginal societies recognize the 

individual as embedded in an interrelated whole, which includes other human beiigs, as 

weil as the animals, plant Life and water Life and everything in the universe. This profound 

respect for the interrelatedness of al1 has led Aboriginal peoples to have Unportant iosights 

into the appropriate mamer by which human beings shodd operate on this pla.net. if 

mahstream Canada can grasp the concept of economic interdependence when Asian stock 

markets Mi, perhaps they wuld extend tbis way of thinking to a broader understanding of 

the interdependence of di beings sh-g this earth. 

As Canada struggies to balance the demands of a global economy, with a 

cornmitment to some sort of social equality, they should tum to the nch philosophical 

traditions of the First Nations to attempt to leam how Aboriginal societies rnanaged to 

maintain a comrnitxnent to communal values, while upholding the sanctity of the 

individuai. Equally Canadians shodd not forget their indebtedness to the philosophical 

traditions of Native American societies for the p ~ c i p l e s  of e q d t y  and fieedom which 

underlay the liberal demoaatic system. Prior to contact experiences with Aboriginal 



peoples, most Europums openited within strict clas systems, such as feudalism, in which 

Uidividual liberty and equaiity were non-existent. On the contrary, Aboriginal societies, 

nich as the Anisbaabek, operateci in governmental systems in which no individual was 

the property of another. 

Many of the problems in the relatiooobip between Aboriguial and non-Aboriginal 

peoples in Canada are rooted in au ignorance of each other's Merences, and the dismissal 

of digerences as ind idoos  of uifaority. One mua be c a r d  when denouncing the 

values and beliefi of diaerent cuitwes, for one may be deprived of valuable lessons which 

may be taken fiom the knowleâge and insights of other philosophicai traditions. 
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